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Aatti Robinson and Janet Smith will
represent Calloway County irl the 1978
Kentucky 4-H Fashion Revue to be held
in the University of Kentucky Memorial
Coliseum June 14 at 7:30 p.m. -
A fashionable theme — "Clothes
Encounters of the 4-H Kind" — is
planned for this state event in which 135
county winners will compete for state
honors, modeling outfits they made in
their 4-H clothing projects during the
year.
Patti Robinson, 16, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Donald Robinson, will com-
pete in the Intermediate Dress unit with
her white eyelet dress.
Janet Smith, 18, will wear her peach
knot dress in the mix-match unit
competition. Her parents are Mr. and
Mrs. Haskel Smith.
These two were chosen May 12 as
winners of the Calloway County
Fashion Revue.
Other units represented in the state
Fashion Revue will be advanced dress,
outer wear, special occasion, knitting
(combined fabric knitting), and
creative design- ( where 4-H'er has
designed the outfit or made special
changes in a store-bought pattern).
The overall champion will represent
Kentucky in the National 4-H Fashion
Revue National 4-H Congress in
Onicago this winter.
The fashion Revue will be held in
conjunction with the annual Kentucky
4-H Week, which is expected to attract
over 800 Kentucky 4-H'ers. Fashion
Revue participants will join 4-H Week
delegates for some of their sessions,
and all those attending 4-H week will
see the Fashion Revue Wednesday
night.
The 4-H Week theme "4-H — You
Light Up My Life" also has a con-
temporary flair, and tbe,program will 
Aar
NEXT PRODUCTION — Billy Philips (left), as Gandalf the Wizard and Ken-
neth Hainsworth as Bilbo Boggins, a Hobbit, are shown rehearsing a scene
from the next production of the Murray-Calloway County Community
Theatre, "The Hobbit." The play, based on the novel of J. R. R. Tolkien, will
be presented June 15, 16, 17 and June 22, 23, and 24, in the new city-county
park. General admission is $2.50 and $1.50 for children under 12 and senior
citizens. Summer season tickets may be purchased by calling the Com-
munity Theatre at 759-1752 between noon and 3 p.m. The tickets are also
on sale at the public library.
focus pLcsoei_destmlepWripmeiv.,teen leader Oth- Ship.
delegates to this June 13-16 event are:
arra Says Kentuckians
Brad Bryan, Terry Sledd, Jo Beth Had Tax Revolt In 1965
Norwood, Penny Lockhart, Carla
Beach, and Deana Cunningham.
The Calloway County delegation,
accompanied by Jean W. Cloar, County
Extension Agent for Home Economics,
will leave for Lexington Tuesday, June
13. That evening, Fashion Revue
contestants will have an orientation
session l and will hear professional
models discuss make-up and modeling
techniques.
Wednesday is devoted to rehearsal
for the Revue is Wednesday night.
Wednesday and Thursday's program
for Fashion Revue participants will be
the 4-H Week assemblies, workshops




The Murray-Calloway County Transit
Office will be closed during the week of
June 12 through 16. This will be to allow
maintenance work to be done on the
buses.
For emergency transportation during
that week, contact the Senior Citizens
Office at 753-0929.
The Transit Office will be back in
operation on Monday, June 19 at 8:00




FRANKFORT, -Ky.:, ( AP) — The
property tax cut voted by Californians
will have no effect on this state because
"Kentucky taxpayers had their revolt
13 years ago," says Gov. Julian Carroll.
The governor said in an interview
Wednesday that he was referring to a
special legislative session in 1965 which
in effect froze property tax rates except
for natural growth.
That session was called by then-Gov.
Edward Breathitt after the state Court
of Appeals had ruled all property had to
be assessed at fair cash value.
Carroll said that the California
referendum, Proposition 13, would not
relate to Kentucky at all if the same
proposal were on the ballot in this state.
California voted for a 1 percent
property tax ceiling, he said, and
Kentucky's aggregate property taxes
on a local basis amount to well under
that figure.
Carroll said he asked fiscal officials
to pull together the total assessment of
taxable property in the state, and they
estimated about $43 billion.
"But the total taxes collected from
that amount are only about $400
million," the governor said. "In effect,
our present tax limits in Kentucky are
less than the amount for which Cali-
fornians voted."
Carroll said he is speaking of
property taxes at the local level. The
state has,a nominal property tax which
is of no financial importance.
The governor said two other elements
of the tax law in Kentucky are
Your Changing County Government
Police Seek Suspect In
Beating Of city Woman
Murray Police issued arrest
warrants today for Hal B. Cathey, 24,
who is wanted in connection with the
beating of 26-year-old Vicki McChesney
of Olive Street in Murray.
The woman was found at the
emergency room entrance of Murray-
Calloway County Hospital about 9:30
Wednesday night.
A spokesman for Western Baptist
Hospital, where she was taken last
night,4isted her condition prior to noon
' today as very critical with multiple
severe head injuries.
Murray Police Chief Brent Manning
said today that local authorities are
beneficial to citizens.
One, he said, is the homestead
exemption for homeowners 65 and older
that was voted through a constitutional
amendment. It now is $8,900 and Carroll
said it should increase to $10,000 in a
couple of years. 4
Another successful constitutional
proposal provides for assessing. land
used for agriculture at substantially
less than the market value of ;zither
land.
Carroll reiterated his belief that local
property taxes are not the way to
finance schools.
"In most states, those taxes account
for two-thirds of the money funding
education," he said. "In Kentucky, it is
exactly the reverse."
The governor has said that he would
not be averse to a program under which
all education is financed by state funds.
He also commented on what he called
"an element of the California story that
has not been told and should be empha-
sized."
Carroll said that when Jerry Brown
became governor of California, he
abolished his state's Department of
Commerce, saying industry was not
needed.
"That attitude not only stopped
growth in California, but started an •
exodus of industries from which —
Kentucky has partly benefited." the
governor said.
"Our philosophy is just the opposite.
We have encouraged growth and as a
result have 4 progressed economically
with no increase in the property tax
area."
looking for Cathey in connection with
the case.
Police detectives were also expected
to search a pickup truck registered to
Cathey.
Police warrants charge Cathey with
assault in the first degree.
Manning described Cathey as a white
male about 5 ft., nine inches tall,
weighing about 160 pounds. Manning
said he has no known address. The
suspect has brown hair and a reddish
complexion, Manning said.
The police chief said the woman was
beaten with a blunt instrument and also
possibly stabbed.
Police said Murray hospital per-
sonnel found the woman at the entrance
to the emergency room when they
heard some moaning sounds outside.
A spokesman for Murray State
University said Ms. McChesney was
listed as a junior last semester
majoring in criminology. She was also
listed as being married to Patrick K.
McChesney, but Manning said the
woman was apparently divorced.
Manning said she was originally from
Princeton, and he indicated her maiden
name as Childress.
U. S. Called 'Global Policeman'
MOSCOW (AP) — The Soviet Union,
in an unusually speedy response to
President Carter's foreign policy
speech, attacked U.S. policies in Africa
and accused Washington and NATO of
trying to be "global policemen."
The first Soviet answer to Carter was
given in a Washington dispatch by
Tess, the Soviet news agency, a few
hours after the president spoke Wed-
nesdax at the U.S. Naval Academy.
Speaking of Soviet and Cuban
military support for revolutionary
forces in Africa, Carter said: "All too
often they seem ready to exploit any ...
opportunity" to promote instability.
Tass said this "put the blame at the
wrong door" for Africa's current
conflicts.
"The USA, jointly with some other
NATO countries, is intervening in Zaire
by using the services of the ruling
circles of those African states which
follow in the wake of neocolonialist
policy," the Soviet dispatch continued.
This was a reference to the troops
from Morocco, Senegal and Gabon
which the U.S. Air Force is flying to
Zaire to bolster the army of President
Mobutu Sese Seko
Tess also accused Carter of living a
false picture of the situation in Angola
Final Preparations Made
For MSU's Summer Term
Final preparations have been
completed for the opening of the 1978
summer term at Murray State
l'niversity Monday, June 12.
klthough class scheduling for the
summer term is now closed, a day of
registration for students not
prescheduled for the eight-week period
has been arranged for June 12 in the
Student Center on North 16th Street.
Summer classes will meet for the
first time June 13 and will continue
through August 4, the date of the
summer commencement exercises.
Undergraduates who plan to attend
summer classes but are not
prescheduled are urged to report to the
Admissions Office in Sparks Hall on




Graduates students who have not
prescheduled but who were in school
last summer or this past spring as
graduate students should report to the
Student Center on Monday. All other
graduate students should come to the
Admissions Office.
Wilson Gantt, dean of admissions and
registrar, says that students who have
prescheduled and have prepaid all
required charges for tuition, room and
meals are not required to return to the
campus prior to the start of classes on
June 13.
It will be necessary to complete a
final clearance during the first week of
classes, June 13-16, to authenticate
enrollment and to activate_ names on
the class rolls, he -said.
One Section — 16 Pages
A veteran Western Kentucky campaigner, Mary Jane
Afford, yesterday won the annual George Hart
Invitational golf Tournament at Murray Country Club.
For complete results of that tournament, see today's
sport section, Page 7.
mostly
cloudy
Mostly cloudy today and
tonight. Showers and possibly
thundershowers likely today,
-ending tonight. Partly sunny
Friday. High today and Friday
from mid 70s to near 80. Low
tonight from mid 50s to near 60.
A few showers Saturday, little
or no precipitation Sunday and
Monday.
today's index
Classifieds  12, 13, 14, 15
Comics 12
Crosswords 12
Deaths & Funerals 16
Dear Abby 2
Horoscope 11
Let's Stay Well 12
Local Scene 2,3,4
Opinion Page 5 •
Sports  1.8
when he charged that the Soviet Union
was using Cuban "proxy forces" there.
"The president assured that
Washington wanted a peaceful set-
tlement in Angola although it was
precisely the USA that is known to have
supported and supplied disruptive
groupings in that country," Tess said.
Congress voted two years ago to cut
off covert CIA support for guerrillas
fighting the Marxist government which
the Soviet Union and Cuba suppport.
But Zaire President Mobutu Sese Seko
is still supplying the rebels, and much
of what he gives them comes from the
United States.
Tass said although the Soviet Union
at the U.N. General Assembly's current
disarmament session made "concrete
suggestions" to curtail the arms race,
Carter ignored this and "repeated
again inventions ... about 'the excessive
buildup' of Soviet military might and
unfounded allegations that the Soviet





Four local boys from Murray High
and Calloway High School will be
among the 49 boys from the First
District of American Legion to attencTi,
Bluegrass Boys State at the Eastern
State University next week.
Tommy D. Fike, 1505 Sycamore,
Joseph Mark Winchester, Route 7,
Duane Edward Dycus 92.1 N. 18th and
Terry K. &filth, Route 8, will leave
Saturday morning by bus for Rich-
mond. These boys have been selected
by their student counselors for their
leadership, character and scholarship
abilities.
Bluegrass Boy's State is a program
designed to train Kentucky youth in the
fundamentals of good citizenship and
governmental operations. Boys are
elected to various offices in the state
government including governor. There
are two parties and mock elections are
held. The two parties are purely
mythical, Federalists and Nationalists.
Within the political framework there
are eight mythical cities and four
counties. When a candidate is accepted
as a citizen of Bluegrass Boys' State he
is assigned to a county, ,city and
political party.
The program is one of the youth
programs sponsored by the American
Legion. Co-sponsors of the four youths
this time are Bank of Murray, Peoples
Bank, Lions Club and Murray Federal
Savings and Loan.
Several Changes Are Taking Place In Look Of Local Government
First part of a six-part series on
changes in county government. These
are a result of 1978 General Assembly
actions becoming effective June 17.)
If you've gotten a speeding ticket
lately, the first of many changes in the
county courthouse has hit you. The
county judge doesn't hold "court"
anymore. The sign on his office door
(and it may be in a new location) reads
county Judge - Executive. So "what's
new?" you may ask. "What's in a
name?"
Judge-executive marks a historic
---,MK In -Kentucky rounti overfljéT
____.....Judges and magistrates don't itakt
court anymore, but they're still the
folks to see about graveling a road,
cleaning out a ditch, fixing the park
shelterhouse or getting the trash picked
up around the dumpster sites.
How they go about taking care of your
problem may be no different; then
again, it may be a lot different.
Counties have served well the Ken-
tuckian's individualism—his or her
need for a sense of place and of local
control over public affairs.
But, more recently, counties across
the country have been viewed as a weak
link in the chain of government, unable
to respond adequately to demands for
services of a municipal character.
Kentucky county government now
can respond. Judges and fiscal courts •
,.are /11..st bellir.VilIAIL to aiplare what can.
be done.
-Tore change cornea-front a series of
actions taken by the 1978 General
Assembly. The legislature has said
--The judge-executive is the chief
administrative officer of the county.
He carries out the daily hominess and
presides at fiscal court meetings.
Fiscal Court are legislative bodies
he magistrates will approve budgets,
appointments, contracts and pass
ordinances covering a whole range of
fuctions, regulatory or service
because:
—Counties have home rule. Fiscal
court decides if the county wants or
needs a park system, or garbage
collection, better dog control, or a
countywide fire safety code for homes
—Counties will adopt an ad-
ministrative code:
As part of ha revamping of °aunty
government's power and duties, the-
legislature also repealed many statutes
"permitting" counties to act in a given
area. The "home rule" grant of power
allows a county to select the design the
service or regulation it needs. The
statutes no longer spell out for counties
how to do it except in limited areas of
over-riding state interest such as
finance.
The Home Rule Act simply lists the
functions or areas for which county
government has the power to provide
services or regulations
This does not mean that no guidelines
will exist. "Permissive" statutes will
be replaced by the county's own
spelling out of detail.
The judge-executive must prepare
and subnlit to the fiscal court a set of
administrative procedures to clearly
• state "who-does-whet" and --“how it -
shall be done." This code must cover
the management of county funds,
appointments, hiring and firing, bid-
letting, other county purchasing control
and the organization and supervision of
direct county services.
What has been done traditionally
may well be written up as the code The
law says: The fiscal court shall adopt a
county administrative code which
includes, but is not limited to,
procedures and designation of
responsibility for:
—General administration of the of-
fice of county judge-executive, county
administrative agencies and public
authorities.
-Administrative of 6ounty fiscal
affairs, including budget formulation,
receipt 'and disbursement of county
funds and preparation of records
required for the county audit and the
filing of claims against the county
—Personnel administration, in-
cluding description and classification of
non-elected positions, selections,
assignment, supervision and discipline
for employees, employee complaints
and. the county affirmative action
program.
—County purchastlag and award of
contracts. ,
—Delivery of county services.
The requirement that a judge-
executive prepare a code became ef-
fective January 1 Fiscal courts shall
adopt a code effective Jan.. 1, 1979.
. . . •
The administrative code is essen-
tially a regulatien issued by the- judge-
executive with the approval of fiscal
court. The court's close involvement in
its preparation will give the
magistrates a clear understanding of
county administration and confidence
in the assignment of responsibilities.
•••••••••...rarrromegol* - r "--"`"
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Ccilloway 4-H Club Variety
Show Held At North School
The Calloway County 4-H
council recently sponsored the
annual 4-H Variety Show at
North Calloway Elementary
School. Four club acts and
seventeen speciality acts
participated.
The winnning club was the
Bobcat 4-H Club, Southwest
Elementary and they
represented Calloway County
in the Area Bariety Show.
Other 4-H clubs participating
was the Penny Loafers, North
'•
FIRST PLACE Specialty act
winner in 4-H Varsity Show
was Trisha Clark "You Light
Up My life" was the selec-
tion Trisha chose for her
piano solo. A member of the
Stella Stars 4-H club she is an '
eighth graded at North
Elementary School.
Elementary, blue ribbon;
East Winners 4-H Club. East
Elementary, red ribbon; and




presented by individual 4-H
members on groups of no
more than four persons.
Trisha Clark, Stella Stars 4-
H Club was the winner of the
Speciality Act division with
her piano solo, "You Light Up
THIRD PLACE winner in the
Speciality Act division of the
4-H Variety Show was
Michelle Jarrett, East Win-
ners 4-H Club, who placed
third with her act entitled
"The Return of Trudy Lou."
She is in the fifth -grade at
East Calloway Elementary
school
D e.cut 61 .
ICA By Abigail Van Buren
Unhappy Lady
Gets a Hearing
DEAR ABBY: Living in Los Angeles and being without
a car, I often take the bus. I have met the nicest people at
bus stops, but last week I struck up a conversation with a
lady by saying, "Hello. Isn't it a lovely day?" She then
proceeded to tell me that s4a had a steel peg in her knee
because she had been hit by a car and dragged 50 feet, and
how her family and friends couldn't care less that she had
to walk with a cane, and how horrible and indifferent most
people are in general. I was sorry I even spoke to her
Abby, I learned a long time ago that nobody likes to hear
about your troubles. Why couldn't that woman just thank
God that she was alive and tell people how lucky she is?
JIM IN HOLLYWOOD
DEAR JIM: Because that woman was full of anger. Look
at it this way, Jim: You performed a real service by letting
her vent some of her hostility. Thank God that you have
your outlook on life—not hers.
DEAR ABBY: WONDERING asked, "Do doctors
believe in sending a condolence message after a patient has
died, or do they just send bills?"
I wonder if patients' families realize how much of a
personal loss a doctor feels when one of his patients dies.
During a prolonged illness, some physicians feel as close
to their patients as the patients' own friends and relatives
do.
Perhaps the doctor doesn't send a condolence message
,when a patient dies because he feels it has been his loss,
WO.
M.D. IN SAN DIEGO
DEAR M.D.: I know that what you say is true. Read on
for another letter concerning physicians and their so-called
"money-hungry" attitudes:
PEAR ABBY: I just want people to know - that nice
doctors'do exist. My wife died 10 months ago, and after her
death I received a beautiful letter of sympathy from her
doctor and his staff. Not only that, but when the doctor
found out that our health insurance covered only 80
percent of his bill, he told me to forget the other 20
percent.
GRATEFUL IN OHIO
DEAR ABBY: Do you know the origin of the Swiss
yodel? Let me tell you:
In pre.yodel days, a very naive non-Swiss suggested to
the Swiss that they tip for services rendered. In case you
don't know it, the Swiss are reputed to be the world's most
tightfisted people. Well, this disturbing and outrageous
suggestion swiftly brought forth from the Swiss a loud,
strange and new outcry.
Thus was born the yodel!
PORTLAND, MAINE
DEAR PORTLAND: You'd yodel, too, if you have been
expected.   'FAST in the Field Farm Service
accustomed to having the "tip" included in the cost of the
service, and then were told that an additional gratuity was
My- Life". Second place
winner was Tina Baker, Stella
Stars 4-H Club, performing a
baton routine. These two 4-
trers also represented




Marine, Stella Stars 4-H Club;
Lisa Cunningham, Dana
Cunningham, Tracy Beach,
Michelle Ford, Marsha Ford,
and Carla Beach, Penny
Loafers  4-H Club; Tony.
Lovett, Loil Moran, Michell
Jarrett, Laura Jarrett, East
Winners 4-H Club; _Margy_
Burchfield, LBL Rabbit Club;
Staci Tidwell, Bobcat 4-H




honorable mention for. her
speciality act in the 4-H
Variety Show. Carla is a
member of the Calloway
County Teen Club 'and a
freshman at Calloway coun-
ty High School. She serves as
teen leader for the Penny
Loafers 4-H Club.
TINA BAKER was awarded
second place inthe
Speciality Acts of the 4-H
Variety Show for her per-
formance of a baton routine.
Tina is a fifth grade student
at North Calloway Elemen-
tary School, and a member
of the Stella Stars 4-H Club,
WINNERS OF THE Calloway County 4-H Variety Show were the Bobcat 4-H Club of
Southwest Elementary who are jeanna Cooper, Staci Tidwell, Dwaine McKinney,
Melissa Paschall, Tammy Belcher, Gaye Martin, Melissa Manning, RandVidwell, Linda
Ahart, Jeff Cooper, Tommy Prichett, Mark Cooper and Sandy Tidwell, leader of the
club. The group presented an act entitiled "The Camping Trip."
PENNY LOAFERS 4-H Club was the second place winner in the 4-H Variety Show withtheir club act, "The Wizard of Oz" at the Calloway County 4-H Variety Show. Par-ticipants were: Denise Cunningham, Dana Cunningham, Marcia Ford, Debbie Key, JillRowland, Michelle Ford, Dawn Ruesch, Deanna Cunningham, Jeanne Thorn, CarlaBeach, Tracy Beach, Terissia Perrin, Lisa Wilson, Kim Borders, and Lisa Cinningham.
Murray-Woman's Clinic
Conrad H. Jones, M. D.
Gene Cook, M.D.
innounces the 4ssociation of
Thomas L. Green, M. D.
in the practice of obstetrics and gynecology
at
305 S. 8th Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071






























June 8 through June 18, 1978
Nip & Tummy Control Sandal Foot Panty Nose
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A bountiful meal! Cod, catfish
shrimp mates, hush puppies,
fries or baked potato,
Stockade Toast. Friday
after 5, til Sunday closing.
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i Geraldine), Rt. 7, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Sheila A. Newcomb
and Baby Girl, Rt.?, Benton,
Mrs. Teressa F. Scarbrough
and Baby Girl, 1204 Melrose,
Murray, Mrs. Martha K.
Collins and Baby Girl, Rt. 1,
Almo, Mrs. Janice S. Kerr and
Baby Boy, 613 College Cts.,
Murray, Mrs. Judy F. Byers
and Baby Girl, Rt. 1, Harglin,
Mrs. Edith E. Elkins, Dexter,
Mrs. Janet E. Merrell, P. 0.
Box 275, Puryear, Tn., Doyce
H. Morris„. 1626 W. Olive,
Murray, Mrs. Janice J. Kirk,
Rt. 6, Murray, Mrs. Linda P.
Upchurch, 3B Washington Ct.,
Paris, Tn., Myron D. Vanleer,
Rm. 416 Franklin Hall, MSU,
Mrs. Della W. Oliver, J&J
Apts. No. 20, Murray, David L.
Reed, 301 Pine, Murray, Mrs.
Venice Travis, Rt. 3, Murray,
Henry L. Windsor, Rt. 1,
Dukedom, Tn., Mary J.
Grogan, Rt. I, Hardin, Noble
Brandon, Box 147, Hazel.
SIMMONS GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Bennie Steven
Simmons, 1503 Danbury Road,
Murray, are the parents of a
baby girl, Stephanie Leigh,
weighing five pounds 9',"2
ounces, measuring 1942 in-
ches, born on Saturday, May
20, at 4:22 a.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
The father is employed by
Lyons Electric. The mother is
on leave from Fisher Price
Toys.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Srs. Bennie Simmons and Mr.
and Mrs. William W. Fan-
cinch, all of Murray.
NOTICE
Dr. Richard R. Cunningham, M.D., FACOG PSC announces he will be
moving his practice from *07 Poplar to
THE MURRAY WOMEN'S CLINIC
715 S. 12th, suite B
The Murray Women's Clinic will be exclusively limited to the practice




SAMUEL G. McCASKILL, JR. MD
as of July 1,1978
TELEPHONE:
Office and After Hours
759-1550
Watch for further information July, 1
ualsa r












— Complete Service Dept.—
Olympic Plaza, N. 12th, Murray, Ky. 759-1636
all-L41144. .
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SELECTED AS Residential Yard of the Month by the Garden Department of the
Murray Woman's Club was the home of Jo C. Williams on Canterbury Drive.
Photo by Jennie B. Gordon
Residential Yard Of Month
Named, Garden Department
The Garden Department of
the Murray Woman's Club
selection for residential
-Yard of the Month" is the
home of Jo C. Williams on
Canterbury Drive.
From the European style
window boxes of double white
petunias and red geraniums in
the second floor windows to
the sandstoen focks fiver
gravel. Florida shells, and
driftwood base, the plantings
exhibit thoughtful planning for
each season's blooming plants
combined with a variety of
greenery.
Visible through the floor-
length windows are large
potted and hanging plants of
anthurium, tiger paw, angel
wing, and beef steak begonia,
nutmeg palm, corn plant, and
a thirty year old jade plant.
The north side of the drive,
not pictured has a bed with
varying heighths of greenery
including a very large Yucca
lily and summer blooming
carmas, mums, begonia, pr-
tulaca, snapdragon, ant
ground cover plants. A large
urn of Multi- colored petunias
is the focal point in this area.
Plants which are now green
north of the drive are white
pine, flowering peach, peach
and apple trees, and japonica.
Paralleling the drive on the
south is a row of summer_
blooming roses. Mrs.




Pairings for the Advance
group of women's tennis at the
Murray Country Club for play
on Monday, June 12 at nine
a.m. have been released
follows:
Court One: Kay Ray,
Carolyn Bradshaw, Emmie
Edwards, and Penny Cap-
pock.
Court Two: Kathy Bur-
chfield, Jana- Huges, Sharon
Wells, and Lynn Stout.
Court Three: Agnes Payne.
Betty Hassell, Charlotte
Gregory and Joni Billingtor
Anyone needing substitues
may call Pat Greer and Pat
Seiber.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Glenn Lee of Murra















placed on the lawn are white
dogwood, corkscrew willow,
hydrangea, red Japanese
maple, flowering pink peach,
Japonica, flowering Japanese
cherry and azalea mulched in
cypress.
The long bed framing the
front windows of the home
coordinated with the interior
house plants contains yucca
lilies, bamboo cacti, round
leaf Japanese holly, Helleri
Japanese holly, azaleas, and
English boxwood. The lower





The carport, not pictured, is
converted into, an outdoor
room with astro turf of striped
gold, orange and green.
Hanging baskets of ferns and
potted plants enhance the
redwood furniture. A can-
delabra cactus and a large
petticoat fern on a tall white
_ stand are unusually at-
tractive. Miniature birds and
a Brass wind chime add at-
mosphere along with the
asparagus fern and hoya
carnosa baskets.
Repetition of color in the red
geranium and greens on the
carport from other areas
exmplify the tasteful blending
of architectural styles with
plants which were favorites
for generations and the
current new favorties.
The back yard and interior
of the home are a continuation
and expansion of the areas
described. The many hours of
work and thoughtful planning
are evident everywhere with
individuality expressed in the





A -Crafts in the
Village" show will be held
at Kentucky Dam Village
State Park, at Gilbert-
sville, June 17 and 18.
Among the exhibitors
will be Dwain and Jane
Green, of Benton, route 9,




The event will be from 9
a.m. until 7 p.m. on both
Saturday and Sunday.
The show site is located
on a grassy, shady spot
overlooking Kentucky
Dam and the lake. Park
rangers will be on hand to
direct traffic and parking.
The fair is sponsored by
the Village Craftsmans-
Guild, and member invite




• KEY WEST, in sand,









jogging styles in pink,
blue, yellow, white and
red. Sizes 8 to 16 at
9.00 to 16.00. Sporty
knit tops, solids in
pastels, earth tones &
vegetable shades; stripes
in summer brights.










on & banded zip-front
in white, yellow, red,
khaki, marine blue and







cit 22.00 to 31.00
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Thursday, June
Murray Chapter No 92 of
royal Arch Masons will meet
at 7:30 p.m at the lodge hall.
Grove 126 Woodmen of the
World will meet at the
Triangle Inn at six m.
North Pleasant Grave
Cumberland Church Women
will meet at the home of
Margaret Nell Boyd with the
program by Nealie Wells and
Bible study by Sonja Speight.
Friday, June 9
North Murray Homemakers
Club will have a potluck









Perfect for sunny days or soft twilight
nights. Cotton and polyester materials
for comfortable wear and easy care.
Regular 1799 to 2299 99
COORDINATED SPORTSWEAR
6 }
• Pants • Skirts • Jackets • Tops 99
Regular 1599 to 2499
T-TOPS T-TOPS—T-TOPS
,Huge assortment of cottons, knits, 99
terrycloth, & satin trims. Reg. to I
SWIMSUIT SALE
Solids & prints. Constructed & unconstructed suits.
Bikinis Reg. 1699 1 Pc. Swimsuits Reg 2499
   699 899 
SUMMER DRESS CLEARANCE
• longs • Jacket Dresses
Pc. Dresses & Pantsuits
• Sun Dresses • 1 & 2
40% to 60% Off! J
SUMMER HANDBAGS
Beautiful summer canvas & vinyl





Cotton, denim, twills & the Q99_ c 99most wanted satins. Reg. to 899 %.)
I LINGERIE CLEARANCE ---
Soft pastel gowns & coats for sweet
i
-. drecons -. Regaikte 4ss- ti-2-9
• liptit's Ch•rq• • flonkArnoricard • M•s••• Chefs!,





MiXaMeiftit,Iin4Lo.,tj Thai • E datidAdi Ctint/Ai
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Friday, June 9
Activities in Land Between
the Lakes will include walk
near Honker Lake to meet at
Center Station with flashlight
-lit -1:30 p.m., and junior
naturalist study from nine
noon at the Centeram.to
Station
Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be held and call .753-0929,
by nine a. m. for morning
shopping and by 11:30 a.m. for
afternoon shopping.
Persons interested in the
Teen Age Volunteer program
at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital are asked to
meet at the hospital lobby at
one p.m.
Family campout of the First
Baptist Church will be held at
Camp Energy in the Land
Between the Lakes today and
tomorrow.
Saturday, June 10
Activities at the Land
Between the Lakes will in-
clude audio visual presen-
tation and auto tour featuring
the giant Canada Goose at two
p.m., and slide program on
local sport fishes at 3:30 p.m.,
both at Center Station.
Grandma's Kitchen will be at
Empire Farm, Land Between
the Lakes, from 12 noon to four
p.m.
Saturday, June 10
Car wash by Dexter-Hardin
UMYF will be at Dexter-
Hardin United Methodist
Church from nine a.m. to two
p.m.
WICHA Trophy Horse Show
will be held at the New
Providence Riding Club at
five p.m.
Reunion of 1959 class of New
Concord High School and
family, teachers, and other
members will be held at one
p.m. at the Murray'-Calloway
County Park. A picnic lunch




sponsored by the' Ken-Term
Racking Horse Association,




Descendants of J. R
Bobby, and Chrissie Ray will
have a reunion and basket
lunch at ten a.m. at the
Kenlake State Park.
Reunion of children and
family and friends of Harper
and Maud Tucker will be held
at the Kentucky Dam Marina
picnic area at one of the
marked shelters at 130 p.m.
Homecoming of Gordon and
Br000ks Chapel Cemeteries
will be held at Brooks Chapel
United Methodist Church.
Four Wheel Drive Drag
Race, sponsored by Twin Lake
Four-Wheelers, will be held at
the Benton Park Grounds at
one p.m.
Sunday. June 11
Members of the First United
Methodist Church will have a
reception honoring their new
minister, Dr. Walter E.
Mischke, Jr., Mrs. Mischke
and their family in the social
hall of the church from three
to five p.m. The public is in-
vited to meet the Mischkes.
Sunday, June 11
(randma's Kitchen will
continue at Empire Farm,
Land Between the Lakes,
from twelve noon to four p.rn
Slide program and discussion
of the national bird, eagle, will
be held at Center Station,
Land Between the Lakes, at
two p.m.
Open house will be held--at-
The HomeplaCe 1850, living
history farm now under
construction in Land Between
the Lakes at 2:30 p.m.
GREEN SOUP
How about a pretty green
soup for lunch or supper'
There's one that can be served
hot or cold: place two cans
41O -oz. tacit) or • condensed
cream of asparagus soup in a
• blender. with One cup of
chopped fresh spinach, cover
ancl blend at !Ow speed about
one minute. Mix with one and
one-half cups of milk and one-




-Miss Teresa Lynn Sanders
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Nicholas Sanders, Jr. of Louisville,
formerly of Paducah, announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their daughter, Theresa Lynn, to
Michael Irvin Jones, son of Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Byron Jones of
Livonia, Mich.
Miss Sanders was graduated from St. Mary High School in
Paducah and has beerr attending Murray State University in
Murray seeking a degree in rehabilitation with a minor is
sociology and psyschology. She is presently associated with
Wynn Inc. as a manager-trainee of Pagliai's Pizza in Murray
and plans on completing her studies this fall. She is the
granddaughter of Mrs. William Walter Cole and the late Mr.
Cole of Atlanta, Ga and Mrs. Joseph Nicholas Sanders and the
late Mr. Sanders of Paducah.
Mr. Jones was gradudated from Winston Churchhill High
School in Livonia and is attending Murray State University
seeking a degree in political science. --He is presently
associated with Wynn Inc. as a manager of Pagliai's Pizza in
Murray. He is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs. Joe Byron
Jones and the late Mrs. Jones of Wichita, Kan.
The wedding will be July 72 at St. Albert the Great Catholic
'Church in Louisville.
%DAATsKIN
"FREE STYLE" LEOTARDS it WRAP SKIRTS












Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin
Dwain Bell of Murray Route
Three are the parents of a
baby boy, Benjamin
Jonathon, weighing seven
pounds ten °tutees, measuring
twenty inches, born on
Wednesday, June 7, at 6:12
a. m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The father is employed at
the Vanderbilt Chemical
Company, Murray.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. J. B. Bell of Murray and
Mr. and Mrs. John Krozser
Randolph, N. J. Grea
grandparents are Mrs. Be
Bell of Murray and Mrs




Mrs. Ortis Guthrie of
Murray has been dismissed


































Lots of Large Group Men's











Everything in the Store is Reduced




All Items Are Tagged With
Our Regular Discount Price




- • 9-6 Mon.-Thurs.
Fri. I Sat. 9-9 -- 1-6 Sunday
753-8788























Open Mon. Thru Sat. 
Sti/v
10:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
(Family Owned and Operated































































































































































Opinion Page THE GREAT AMMICAN OKAMos
EDITORIAL •
Phony Sheepskins
"Um a Yale man, myself,"
boasts the man at the end of the
bar. And these days he
probably can buy some sort of
credentials to prove it.
Certainly it's easy enough to
purchase phony documents to
"prove" graduation from trade
schools, colleges and even law
schools. The practice is a major





cheaters figure they might as
well shoot the works. Yale
University, for instance, has on
file more than 7,000 persons
Washington Today
who claim to be alumni.
The main reason for the brisk
trade in fake documents is the
intense competition among
students seeking to enter
graduate schools. Others
fabricate academic records in
order to borrow money, boost
egos, get jobs, lure investors or
to impress friends.
Despite double -checking of
records and even resorting to
the use of fingerprints in some
cases, colleges and universities
cannot seem to stem the tide.
Perhaps the best way in the
end is to judge a person by his
abilities and not his sheepskin.




WASHINGTON (AP) — Walt a
minute — or better still, a year —
before you make any wagers that
Jimmy Carter is going to be a one-term
president.
He's in a slump, and a bad one. But
this is 1978.
Gerald R. Ford got his kicks out of the
---pail-ttist-showed-him-leading-Ganter if
the election were held now. But he's
seen polls change dramatically before,
and he said they could again.
Or take the author who predicted
between hard covers that Sen. Henry
M. Jackson would be the 1976
Democratic presidential nominee. The
book didn't sell much.
Republicans, often divided from left
to center to right, are almost
unanimous in the4r optimistic forecasts
about GOP prospects in the 1980
election.
Almost.
"It's way too early to be predicting a
one-term presidency, like a lot of people
are doing," said Republican National
Chairman Bill Brock. "It's not too early
to be predicting one heck of a contest."
Brock said that will be a boon to the
Republicans, whatever the outcome.
Then too, Republican optimism is
tempered by the familiar GOP
argument over the ideal ideological
credentials of the candidate most likely
to succeed against Carter.
John Sears, a political pro selio
worked for Richard Nixon in 1968 and
Ronald Reagan in 1976, is betting in
print that the Republican nominee,
regardless of identity, will be a sure
winner.
But Sears could get a good argument,
and perhaps a bet, from Patrick
Caddell, the youthful; rumpled pollster
who regularly tests the political winds
for Carter.
Caddell, addressing a business group
here recently, readily acknowledged
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday. June 8, the 159th
day of 1978. There are 206 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 632, the prophet
Mohammed died.
On this date:
In 1861, Tennessee seceded from the
Union.
In 1905, President Theodore
Roosevelt offered to act as a mediator
In the Russo-Japanese War.
In 1940, the Germans invaded Nor-
way.
In 1942, during World War II,
Japanese submarines shelled Sydney,
Australia.
In 1965, U.S. troops in South Vietnam
were authorized to engage in offensive
operations.
In 1968, James Earl Ray, who was
under indictment for the assassination
of Martin Luther King Jr., was arrested
in London.
Ten years ago: The body of Sen.
Robert Kennedy was taken by train to
Washington for burial in Arlington
National Cemetery after a funeral in
. New York.
Five years ago: West German
Chancellor Willy Brandt announced
!lien. Premier Gold Meir had ac-
cepted an—inVilittOh- sti!
Vilit to West Germany. -
One year ago: The Soviet press Wan
St oppIng up its criticism of 
President
Carter over his human rights cam-
Pair.
Today's birthday: Management
consulant Jotvi Diebold is 52 years old.
N MIN 
the president "has had a serious drop in
public opinion surveys in recent
months, no matter how they've been
measured."
But Caddell argued that the poll
results most Americans read "tend to
be masking the amount of personal
popularity he maintains individually, in
terms of personal qualities." 
Moreover, the guru of Cambridge
Research Associates finds a "lack of
intensity" among Carter's poll-
measured detractors.
"I have rarely seen a politician who
has reached the levels in overall (low)
ratings that Carter has which has not
been accompanied by an enormous
amount of ... personal hostile reaction,"
said Caddell.
He said Carter seems to escape the
kind of hostility directed at such earlier
presidents as Nixon, Lyndon Johnson
ivid Truman when their popularity
ratings were similarly slim.
In Caddell's view, public attitudes
toward Carter are more ambivalent
than negative.
That's significant, he continued,
because an officeholder has a better
opportunity to stage a ratings
comeback "if people do not feel
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By M. C.I;arri itt
Ill Blows the Wind That
Spreads These Little Pests
If you have any maple trees in your
yard, take a close look at them. You
Just might have on yours what I by
chance discovered on three of mine and
-one of Mrs. Ray's Buckingham's the
other day—a destructive and still
unidentified aphid which was sucking
the life-sustaining juice out of the
leaves and, causing them to die.
If you have these little insects, you'll
find them in a snow-white, cotton-like
mass about the size of a crab apple on
either of the stem or bottomside of the
leaf, which by then should be curling up
as it is dying or already curled, black
and dead.
I first noticed my uninvited guests
because of achalltlike whiteness on the
ground beneath one of the trees. A robin
has hatched and raised a brood in that
tree, and my first thought was, "My,
that's a lot of droppings for a nest of
robins." Then the chilling thought of
blackbirds selecting that tree in which
to roost came to mind.
But it was neither.
+++
Looking closely, I discovered the
white-like substance on the ground had
come from the cotton-like masses on
the tree. killing one off and looking
closely at itoit appeared to be made up
of thousands of tiny and delicate little
white hairs which seemed highly
sensitive to the breeze. They also were
slick and greasy to touch.
Looking closer, I found a score or
more of the white masses on that
particular tree, each attached to a leaf
or its stem. The heaviest infestation.
however, seemed to be in the maple on
the property line at one corner of Mrs.
land FA an, :mil
Buckingham;s and our yard.
This is to the northwest of our trees
and at time you could see little white
specks traveling through the air—
either borne by the wind or flying on
their own—among the trees. This
reminds you of that stuff given off by
the cottonwood trees out west. But it is
strange that only the maple trees are
affected.
++±
"I'll just ask some friends in the
agriculture department out at Murray
State about this," I thought. "Maybe
they can tell me what it is and what to
do to stop it." So, I took a branch with a
couple of the cotton-like masses out to
Dr. Durwood Beatty, one of the
• I ' 'II I 9
under his microscope.
What appeared, like something out of
a science fiction movie, were the in-
sects with tiny wings and long, white,
hair-like tails. Durwood went through
his insect books, phamplets and
whatever appropriate literature he
could put his hands on but we didn't
come up with any identification to fit
the problem.
His advice was to spray the trees with
Malathion, which I did the following
day, soaking them good with a
recommended mixture of it, but does
the stuff stink!
Teck and John Farrell were coming
over for supper that evening, and I had
to meet them on the driveway and
apologize for the odor. I also noticed all
the neighbors had retreated indoors
and buttoned up their houses against it.
The Shuffetts even took off for the lake
to spend the night on their houseboat. It
Deferring
To Reagan
WASHINGTON — Rep. Jack Kemp,
secretly boosted by Republican
kingmakers for the 1980 presidential
nomination, has privately passed word
to Ronald Reagan that he will step
aside if 'Reagan runs.
Kemp probably the party's hottest
article today, gave a Reagan confidant
this message:
He wants to run for the Senate in 1980
from New York, whether or not Sen.
Jacob Javits retires. Noting
speculation about his running for
president that year, he pledged to
support a Reagan candidacy. "You
have my word in blood on that," Kemp
said.
That reaffirms a clear path through
the party's conservative wing of
Reagan runs again, with Sen. Robert
Dole previously declaring he would not
oppose him. And Reagan seems likely
to make an announcement early next
year that he is "exploring" another
race -- a de facto announcement of
candidacy.
Kemp's deferral to Reagan
eliminates a possible confrontation
between master and pupil. While a
professional football quarterback a
decade ago, Kemp worked off-season
on then-Gov. Reagan's staff.
Besides his basic conservative
support, Kemp has been winning
moderate Republican backing tbat
eludes Reagan. For instance, liberal
Minnesota Senate candidate Rudy
Boschwitz (currently leading
Democratic Sen. Wendell Anderson by
TMITST Wen
--temp's-help. Advisers have-told Bosch-
witz a Reagan appearance would hurt
more than it Would herp.
A footnote: Reagan insiders doubt
another Reagan-Ford bloodbath in 1980.
They feel Gerald Ford will not enter the
primaries but hoped for a deadlock
convention that would turn to Mr
Reagan, enthusiastic and optirrusti
will take the primary route.
ZBIG AND HUA
The cement in the new bonds between
Communist Chinese leader Hau Kuo-
feng and Zbigniew Brzezinski,
President Carter's nationsl security
adviser, was Brzezinski's 31,4-hour
briefing on the whole range of U. S.
strategic planning.
Using the controversial PRM 10 as
his guideline for the U. S. world role,
Brzezinski exposed to Hua intimate U.
S. military and political secrets.
Henry' Kissinger did much the same
when he went to China for fromer
President Richard Nixon. But he never
told the world that he had laid bare U.
S. stretegic plans for Peking.
That difference pleased Chairman
Hua. In another first, Brzezinski also
authorized "counterpart" talks with
Cinese leaders on trade and cultural
exchanges. Even State Department
aides who accompanied both Secretary
of State Cyrus Vance and Brzezinski to
China told us that Brzezinksi's visit
"clearly enhanced" U. S.-Chinese
relations, compared with Vance's
mission last spring.
What makes Brzezinski look so good
to Chairman Hua is China's
pathological fear of Soviet military
power. The Chinese take to Brezezi mkt,
now established is the leading if not the
pnly hawlriti the.Carter administration,
SS Pelekhe *sok -to ans4me,--77---------
A footnote: A key new factor is
China's sudden purchases of U, S.
grain: a record one million tons so far
this year. Nevertheless, the fun-
damental 'dispute with Peking over
close U. S. ties to Taiwan looks no
closer to solution.
MAVERICK FLAHERTY
Maverick Democrat Peter Flaherty,
who quit as President Carter's deputy
attorney general to rim for governor of
Pennsylvania, is so far ahead that he
neither courts nor expects help from
the White House.
Like another maverick Democrat
who wants no White House help — Gov.
Jim Exon of Nebraska, running for the
Senate — Flaherty patterns his cam-
paign on individualistic politics. He is
keeping arm's length from Big Labor
and the state's regular Democratic
organization, appealing not to
established power blocs but to rank-
and-file voters. That is the same
tiotitics which brought Jimmy Carter
himself to the White House.
Flaherty looks almost unbeatable
today in published pre-primary polls
taken for Pennsylvania Republican
leaders. One poll in early May shoed
Flaherty beating Republican nominee
Richard L. Thornburgh, another for-
mer deputy attorney general, by a
surprising 55 percent to 16 percent.
Both are from Pittsburgh, but former
Mayor Flaherty's high standing with
Pittsburgh voters granaly reduces
Thornburgh's prospects there. That
was the reason some Republicans
fought hard for the nomination of Arlen
Specter, former Philadelphia district
attorney.
Flaherty' s only serious problem
decIskin by Phtlade!p?ita
• Mayor Frank Rizzo to take a third-term
bid to the voters in November
referendum to amend the no-third-term
ban. Flaherty would find it hard to duck
taking a position that either way would




was just that strong, but it was gone
within a few hours,
+++
Apparently the Malathion is doing the
job as the ground beneath all the trees
now is almost white with little dead
insects and I haven't noticed any more
sailing through the air, at least between
those.
Jerry Scarbrough, just across the
street, found some on his trees after I
called his attention to them. He had
been wondering what the white stuff
was that had been falling on the green
van. "I just thought it was something
coming off the trees," he said.
Jerry's place is a good candidate for
The Yard of The Month and he works
e a .aver arou the place—wuch
to the chagrin of the lesser beavers in
the neighborhood like Gluck Shuffett,
Charlie Costello, Ted Lawson -and
myself. Rest assured-he'll-- pounce right
on and rid his trees of them.
+++
At the moment however, no one
seems to know what they are, where
they came from, where they're going or
why they prefer the juice of the maple
leaf, but the Malathion seems to ef-
fectively check their chomping.
You might check your trees to see if
they need spraying—your maples, that
is.
Letter To The Editor
Looking Back ve
10 Years Ago
Ronald L. Kelley, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Sam Kelley, was graduated from the
University of Louisville School of
Medicine and will do his internship at
El Paso, Texas.
Audrey Richardson, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Bethel Richardson, has been
awarded an elementary education
scholarship at Murray State Univer-
sity.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Hopkins of Far-
mington Route Two will observe their
54th wedding anniversary on June 12.
Local persons attending the meeting
of the Kentucky Future Homemakers of
America being held at Eastern Ken-
tucky University, Richmond, are
Debbie Jones, Debbie Steele, and Jan
Cooper, with advisor, Mrs. G. T. Lilly,
Murray High; Nancy Kursave and
Linda Humphreys, with advisor Sue
Fairless, University High; Cathy
Harris with advisor, Mrs. Bes Kerlick,
Calloway County High.
Officers of the WSCS of the First
Methodist Church include Mrs. Golciia
Curd, Mrs. William Britton, Mrs. Matt
Sparkman, Mrs. Maurice Ryan, and
Mrs. Katie Martin Overcast.
20 Years Ago
W. R. (Dick) Tappan has been
elected president of the Tappan Stove
Company and Alan P. Tappan has been
named chairman of the board.
Deaths reported include Wayne
Edward Duncan, age 29, who was killed
in a truck accident.
Jack Bryan was renamed as
superintendent of the Murray Natural
Gas System by the Murray City
Council.
Congratulations are in order to the
many ladies who put in time and effort
on the Girl Scout movement in
Calloway County," from the column,
"Seen & Heard Around Murray" by
James C. Williams.
Mrs. T. A. Vaughn was honored on
her 83rd birthday with a dinner at the
home of her daughter, Mrs. Rupert
Sanders.
30 Years Ago
Registration for the first summer
session at Murray State College broke 
all previous records with a total of 984
reported by noon today, according to
Cleo Gillis Heifer, registrar.
Dea_ths_ reported include Bryan C.
Clark.
Work on the Calloway County Court
House interior decoration project was
progressing rapidly this morning,
according to Hoyt Cleaver, foreman.
Murray Fire Chief William Spencer is
attending a three days' training school
at the University of Kentucky,
Lexington. A. J. Marshall is acting
chief in his absence.
Births reported include a boy to Mr
and Mrs. W. H. Crutcher on June 4.
Claims Credit
Editor,
As the record of the 1978 General
Assembly recedes into history there is
one bit of legislation for which I claim
credit that, in my view, contributes
(and will continue to contribute) more
significantly to employment, com-
merce and industry in Kentucky than
any other since the passage of the
Revenue Bond Act.
On February 28, 1978, in the wake of
the State Supreme Court's ruling that
cities and counties no longer can grant
tax-free status to industires by buying
land and erecting plants with industrial
revenue bond, I held a press con-
ference to announce my intention to
Introduce a bill which would modify
taxation of leaseholds in Kentucky.
House Bill 760, (now a law,
establishes a new classification of
property of all privately-owned
leasehold interests in industrial
buildings owned 'and financed by a tax-
exempt governmental unit. Under the
new classification the leasehold will be
taxed at a very minimal rate of one and
one-half cents per $100 of assessed
value, and they are exempt from local
taxation.
The Commonwealth of Kentucky had
represented to the industries we have
brought here that thine interests were
not taxable. I felt we must keep our
word. I felt it was essential that the 1978
General Assembly pass this legislation,
not only for existing industries, but to
encourage new industries to come.
Thus we will keep and provide em-
ployment for thousands of Kentuckians
employed in the existing industries and
many more which, hopefully, will come
to Kentucky.
I wanted you to know of my con-
tinuing concern for industrial
development in our state for both
employers and employees and I feel
that House Bill 760 will leave a legacy of
prosperity for generations which will
follow mine.
I want you to know that I am always
interested in those matters which
concern the citizens of Kentucky and I
am a willing listener to any suggestions
which you may have.













And all things are of God, who hath
reconciled us to himself by Jesus
Christ II Corinthians 5:18
Since sin entered into the world.
man has had the need to be restored
to fellowship with a perfect Cod. This
IS the ministry of reconciliation which
Christ completed on the cross
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SPORTS
(ill..., LEIS: EH 
The Murray Tennis Association will hold its second an-
nual Junior tennis clinic June 19-30.
Free of charge to all persons between 8-16, the clinic will
be held Monday through Friday for two weeks.
Three different sessions are available: 9-10 a.m., 10-11
am. and 11 a.m.-12. Times will be assigned and will be
printed in the Ledger and Times after June 14, the sign-
deadline.
The form should be completed and mailed to Mrs.








Oak Golf Tourneys Set
Oaks Invitational golf
tournament will be held
Saturday and Sunday, June 17-
18, at the Oaks Country Club.
Six flights will be held with
equal prizes in each flight,
including a trophy to the
winner of each flight.
The $25 entry fee covers
both rounds of golf and lunch
both days.
Interested players should
contact Nicky Ryan at 753-
3338, or 753-6454 at the Oaks
pro shop.
The Oaks Spring Medal
Tournament for men is set for
Saturday and Sunday at the
Oaks Country Club.
Flights will be determined





ihr, M - 7534119
entry fee will be charged.
Junior golf at the Oaks
Country Club will begin
Monday at 4 p.m. and will
continue at that time through
the summer.
The event is open to juniors
from ages 5-16, and a 50 cent
fee will be required. Prizes
will be awarded to winners in
each age group.




— Alberto Juantorena of Cuba
won the 400-meter dash in
45.17 and Udo Bayer of East
Germany achieved a 69 foot.
10L-2 inch toss.in the shot put
Wednesday to highlight the
second day of the Golden
Track Shoe international
track meet.
Henry Lauterbach of East
Germany took the high jump
with a leap of 7-3.
In Seventh Game 
Unseld Sparks Bullets To NBA Title
SEATTLE ( API -- Finally,
Wes Unseld can look in the
mirroa and see the face of a
champion.
"I don't know how I'm
supposed to act,"
Washington's veteran center
said with a sideburn-to-
sideburn smile and a shrug of
his massive shoulders
following the Bullets' thrilling
105-99 victory over the Seattle
SuperSonics Wednesday night




The triumph before a
disappointed capacity crowd
of 14,098 at the Seattle Center
Coliseum ended 10 years 'of
playoff frustration for the
Bullets, the only team to make
the NBA playoffs every year
in the past decade.
And Unseld has been a
Bullet each of those 10 years.
-This is the first time for me
on this side," said the 6-foot-7,
245-pound Unseld, who was
voted the Most Valuable
Player in the championship
series that went the limit,
creating a winner-take-all
situation in the seventh game
to determine tbe league
champion.
Unseld, who scored 15 points
and sank two big free throws
in the final two minutes, twice
before had been to the finals
with Washington only to lose
in four straight games — to
Milwaukee in 1971 and to
Golden State in 1975.
The loss put a damper on an
tncredible season for the
Sonics, who got off to a
disastrous 5-17 start but
turned around under the
guidance of Coach Lenny
Wilkes and came within one
game of the coveted
championship.
Guard Charles Johnson and
forward Bobby Dandridge led
the Bullets' victory in the title
game with 19 points apiece.
But it was a three-point play
by second-year reserve for-
ward Mitch Kupchak and
Unseld's free throws that
cooled a Seattle rally in the
final, frantic minutes.
The Sonics, who shot just 39
percent for the "game to
Washington's 45 percent,
trailed 79-66 after three
periods. Seattle closed to
within 98-94 in the final two
minutes before Mike Kupchak
hit a three-point play withl : 30
to go.
Fred Brown sank a free
throw and hit a bank shot and
Paul Silas hit a layup to bring
the Sonics to within 101-99 with
18 seconds on the clock. But
six seconds later, Unseld sank
two free throws to clinch the
victory that ended, once and
for all, the Bullets' status as
the NBA's perennial
bridesmaid.
"That was a big play for
Washington," said Wilkens.
"It was a super play on
Kupchak's part. Things were
going well until then."
Then, with 12 seconds left
and the Bullets ahead by two
points, Unseld was fouled
intentionally and had three
chances to make two at the
free throw line. He missed the
first but made the next two. •
"I just stand up there and
shoot and hope they go in,"
said Unseld.
"The Fat Lady is singing for
us' tonight," said Bullets
Coach Dick Motta in the noisy
Washington locker room.
Throughout the playoffs, the
Bullets' battle cry has been,
"The Opera Ain't Over 'til the
Fat Lady Sings." Mottc
picked up the slogan from a
Rudolph Isn't Bitter, Just Realistic
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
NEW YORK ( — It's one
thing to be black and another
to be a woman, says
America's most celebrated
black female athlete, con-
tending that this adds up to
something like double
jeopardy.
"Black women athletes in
this country are on the lowest
rung of the sports ladder,"
said Wilma Rudolph, the triple
gold medalist of the 1960
Olympics in Rome, a
statuesque beauty who seems
immune to the aging process.
"Black male athletes have
carved out niches for
themselves in our society —
Muhammad Ali, O.J. Simp-
son, Kareem Abdul-Jabbar,
Arthur Ashe. They have
become both rich and famous.
They are constantly sought
out for personal appearances,
movie roles and lucrative TV
commentator jobs. Thy've got
it made.
"Quick now, tell me the
name of a black woman
athlete who has done the
same."
One can ponder a long time
without coming up with an
answer. Well, there was
Althea Gibson, the tennis
champion who rose from the
sidewalks of New York to win
Wimbledon and to curtsy
before the queen. And there
was Wilma Rudolph.
Hardly, household names.
Wilma isn't bitter. She is
merely realistic. She has
dedicated a big part of her
post-Olympic life to preaching
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a gospel of hope for black kids
in the nation's ghettos — both
boys and girls, but mostly
girls.
After a childhood of poverty
in a family with 22 children
and adversity and poor health,
Wilma worked her way
through college — Tennessee
State in Nashville, "no
scholarship" — and developed
into America's greatest
woman sprinter of alltime.
"It was disillusioning," she
admitted. was always
looked upon as an ex-athlete.
San Antonio sportscaster
because he felt its never-say-
die sentiment fit, his team
perfectly.
The Bullets had avoided
elimination on Sunday when
they routed the Sonics 117-82
at Landover, Md., to even the
series at three victories
apiece. And then they won the
biggest game of all — on the
road Wednesday night:
'This team never gave up,"
said Motta. "I'm so proud of
them. Nobody expected us to
go this far, but here we are —
NBA champions."
Motta also praised the
losing Sonics.
"These are two very fine
basketball team," he said.
"It's too bad one had to lose,
but I'm glad we were not Um>
ones." •
"No one except those
involved knew how far we
came," said Wilkens. "A lot of
people around the country
looked past us, even when we
were winning. We proved to
them we are a good ball club.
"Washington was a better
team tonight and you have to
give them credit for the
championship."
Holmes Ready
LAS VEGAS, Nev. ( API —
Brash and confident, Larry
Holmes hasn't sparred since
last Monday because his
handlers feel he might be too
sharp too early for Friday
night's World Boxing Council
heavyweight championship
fight against titlist Ken
Norton.
"On Monday, he nearly
knocked out two sparring
,partners," said Holmes'
manager, Richie Giachetti,
"so we decided he wouldn't
box the rest of this week. He
was sharp enough."
Odds that opened at 8-5
favoring Norton had dropped
to 6-5 as the two heavyweights
wound up their training on
Wednesday.
Holmes merely went
through some exercises, while
Norton included a sparring
session in his final drill.
Holmes said he has fought
the top fighters either in the
professional ring or in gym-
nasiums and, "I had it tough
coming up, I fought everybody
they wanted me to fight.
"He don't respect me," said
Holmes. "I know he's going to
force the fight, but lust until I
lay a punch on him. He drags
his feet and shuffles and that's
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Mon. - Thur.
Nightly: 7:30 P. M.
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Vacation Bible School
Classes For All Ages
June 12-16
940 11:00 A. M. Daily
Theme: "Let The Bible Be Your Guide"
Adult Class Taught By Paul W. Hall
GREEN PLAIN
1110f.
Old-Murray-Paris Boa .orii•ansportation Phone 49276206
Everyone Welcome









































































































WINNING TAM-The Paxton Perk team of, left to right: Mary Jane Alford, Tummy Mullen,
Norma Smith and Nancy Neckel combined for an 19-hole score of 325 to win the team event in
the George Hart Invitational golf tournament Wednesday. Alford won the individual title with on
even-par 75.
Alford Wins Third George Hart Golf Crown
By M. C. GARRO'IT
Apparently, it now takes an
even par 75 to win the ladies'
annual George Hart
Invitational golf tournament
at the Murray Country Club.
Last year Nancy Howell, a
long-driving young lady from
Clarksville, Term., went home
with the championship trophy
after touring the ladies' 5,687-
yard layout in even par.
Yesterday, however, the
championship went - and for
the third time - to a veteran
West Kentucky campaigner
from Paducah's Paxton Park
course - diminutive Mary
Jane Alford. •
Mrs. Alford stroked a red-
hot putter to win the llth
renewal of the popular
tournament, also with an even
par 75 and four strokes in front
of her closest pursuer, Mary
Bain of Sikeston, Mo., and
winner of the eventAp 1976,
Mrs. Alford, who won the
tournament in )970 and again
in 1972, used only 27 putts to
post a one-over-par 39 on the
front nine before coming home
in 36, one under ladies' par on
the 2,805-yard, sprawling back
side.
Bonham Not Satisfied, But Keeps Win
By FRED GOODALL
AP Sports Writer
CHICAGO (AP) - Bill
Bonham not only wasn't
certain who tossed him the
game ball after the Cincinnati
Reds' 9-6 victory over the
Chicago Cubs. He wasn't sure
if he deserved it.
"It wasn't. one of my better
games," Bonham said
Wednesday after scattering
eight hits over six innings to
win his first start against his
ex-teammates. But I thought
about the situation and I
decided I'd keep it.
Bonham, who wetit
Cincinnati in an off-season
trade which brought Woodie
Fryman to the Cubs, said
several of the Reds had come
to him before the game and
told him that they would try to
give him as much support as
possible.
knew that didn't
guarantee that I'd get a lot of
runs, but it gave me a great
feeling to know that
everybody was behind me,"
said Bonham, wfio hiked his
record to 7-0. "I tried to play
down coming back to Chicago,
but you can't hide emotions.
"When I got out there in the
first inning I had to do
everything I could to
remember what I had to do to
get them out,- said Bonham.
"I'm sure my emotions af-
fected my concentration."
The Reds ripped loser Ray
Burris, 3-4, for four runs in the
first inning and chased the
right-hander in the second
when the first two batters
singled.
just didn't have it," said
Burris.
At Memphis Golf Classic
Ken Griffey tripled and
scored on Joe Morgan's fly
ball to give the Reds a 1-0 lead.
After Burris hit George Foster
with a pitch and issued a walk
to Dan Driessen, Dave Con-
cepcion smacked a double to
right field drive in Foster.
Mike Lum capped the rally
with a two-run single.
Fryman replaced Burris
after Bonham and Pete Rose
singled to open the Cincinnati.
second. Griffey watirerito load
the bases and the Reds added
runs on consecutive sacrifices
flys by Morgan and Foster.
Bonham, who contributed a
two-run double in the fifth
inning, was sailing along with
9-1 lead when a brief thun-
derstorm crossed Wriglay
Field in the bottom of the fifth.
The game continued,
however, and Bonham pitched
4  414 ,VATFO
'All I Need Is A Break'
MEMPHIS ( AP ) - Journeyman Gthby
Gilbert, one of those accomplished but un-
spectacular laborers on the pro golf tour-
nament trail, could be a decided threat in the
$250,000 Danny Thomas-Memphis Classic.
"All I need is a break," Gilbert said before
teeing off today in the first round of the chase
6 for a $50,000 first prize.
The 37-year old veteran of 11 years on the
tour has collected three titles. None have
come this season. But, he said, he's playing
the best golf of his life.
"I've never played like this before," said
the stocky, sturdy Gilbert, the 1976 Memphis
champ. "Oh, for a round or two, maybe a
whole tournament, but never for an extended
period.
Hinkle 's spectacular finish.
"That's as good as I can play," Gilbert said.
shoot 67 and that's not good enough. I can't
play better than that."
Although many of the game's top names are
taking this week off to prepare for the U.S.
Open, Gilbert faces a strong field over the
hilly, 7,249-yard, par-72 Colonial Country Club
course.
"From the lead ( at the end of 54 holes), I
"I'm playing the best I know how, the best I
can. Every shot is coming off just right.
"All I need is a break.
"You know, the difference between winning
and a top 10 finish is just about this much," he
said, and held thumb and forefinger about
one-half inch apart. "Just that much. The
difference is just one break, one shot at the
key time. That's what makes you a winner in-
stead of finishing fifth."
Gilbert has won $33,710 in his last five starts
and $57,831 for the year. His big check came
in a tie for second at New Orleans, won by Lon
Chief among them are Lee Trevino, a. two-
time winner here and South African Gary
Player, who started a string of three con-
secutive victories in the Masters, and
defending champion Al Geiberger, who shot
that incredible 59 in the second round of the
1977 Memphis event.
The field of 150 also includes 1978 tour-
nament winners Jim Simons, Gil Morgan,
Andy Bean, Miller Barber, Barry Jaeckel,
Lon Hinkle, Mac McLendon, Jerry Heard and
Spain's Severiano Ballesteros. Dave Hill, a
four-time winner here, and Johnny Miller,
also are on hand.
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Our Sun n'Fun Sale is now in full
swing with fantastic savings on 1978
Steury boats. Whether you're into
pleasure boating or fishing, we have
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-
quickly in an effort to com-
plete the inning and make the
contest official. In the process,
he gave up a two-run homer to
Dave Kingman, his 12th.
"I tried to keep my rhythm,
but we did hurry,': Bonham
said. -It was thundering and
lightning and with the natural
grass here, you can never tell
when a game will be rained
out."
Cincinnati ManagerSparky
Anderkfiti- Said he lifted
Bonham after the sixth inning,
because he had already
thrown 119 pitches. Anderson
said the outing wasn't one of
Bonham's best, but added that
under the circumstances, it
was pretty good.
"He was jittery," said
Anderson. "I tried to calm
him down by telling him that
this was the first and last time
he would have to go through it.
"4/21sey ,pistrer has the enamel,
feeling when he faces his old
team."
Dave Tomlin and Doug Bair
pitched the final three innings
for the Reds. Tomlin allowed
one run in the seventh and two
in the eighth, before Bair
came on to record his ninth
save.
Transactions








Signed Jack LazorkO, pitcher.
FOOTBALL
National Football League
BUFFALO BILLS - Signed
Harold Gilkey and James
Ladd, . linebackers; Kevin
Scott and Willie Hawkins,
running backs; Bruce Brooks.
guard; Joe Shipp, tight end;
Randy Simmrin, Lonnie
Allgood, Curtis Craig, David
Shamblin, Walker Carter,
Averill Harris, Don Chine,





NEW YORK JETS - Signed
Mickey Shuler, tight end;
Derrick Gaffney, wide
receiver; Roy Eppes, safety;
Neil Hutton, cornerback; Pat
Ryan, quarterback; Jerry
Andrewlavage and Bob
Grupp, punters; and Walt
Majewski, center. Acquired
Bill Chambers, tight end, on
waivers from the Philadelphia
Eagles.
PHILADELPHIA EAGLES
-- Released Art Thorns,
defensive lineman. Signed
Mitch Hoopes, punter; Billy
Ciimpfield, running back and
Charles Williams, cor-
nerback.
SAN DIEGO CHARGERS -
Signed Milton Hardaway,





Announced the. resignation Of
*Jacque?' DA errs-, . cna ch. -)7t)






Named Don Paul general wr 
manager.
She one-putted 10 of her 18
greens, seven on the back
nine. A three-putt from 25 feet
on the tree-tight 320-yard 8th
hole was the only blemish on
her splendid performance on
the near-perfect berinuda
greens.
For her sparkling back nine
score, Mrs. Alford, who also
won the Paxton Park ladies'
spring tournament in mid-
May, one-putted the first four
greens, two-putted the 14th,
one-putted the next three and
two-putted the 18th for her
second-nine 36.
On the 260-yard 12th, she
rammed home a five-footer
for the first of her two birdies
of the day. Three holes later
on the 422-yard 15th, she holed
another - this one from 12
feet - before getting a bogey
at 18 after a straying second
shot left her to the right of the
tilted green and with a dif-
ficult .approach to the tricky,
rolling putting surface.
"This was just one day on
which I seemed to be reading
the greens accurately and
stroking the putts well," she
smiled while authenicating
her scorecard. 'That's the
answer - putting."
Playing in the foursome
immediately in front of Mrs.
Alford, Mrs. Bain put a front-
nine 40 on the scoreboard in
making the turn two over, but
could muster no better than a
two-over-par 39 on the back
side to finish second.
She bogeyed the 298-yard
dogleg 10th but pulled back
even with par with a birdie at
15. She then parred the 460-
yard, lake-guarded 16th but
bogeyed the 155-yard 17th and
the 360-yard 18th for 39 and her
four-over-par 79 for the day.
'Miss Howell never could
quite pull her game together,
posting a four-over-par 42 on
the front nine, and a five-over
41-.on the back, to finish at 83
and in a three-way tie with
Nancy Neckel and Tammy
Mullen, also from the Paxton
Park course in Paducah.
Winner of the first flight was
Norma Smith of Paducah with
an 84, two strokes ahead of
Ellie Bolz, also of Paducah.
Mary Anderson of Metropolis,
and the 1969 winner, was
next with 87, followed by Dee
Albright of Clarksville and
Veneta Sexton of Murray, both
of whom had 89s.
Paducah's Pauline Green
won the second flight with a
91, two strokes in front of
Wanda Brown and Vicki
Nance, both of the Oaks
Country Club in Murray, and
Helen Glober of Mayfield, all
with 93s. Mabel Rogers of the
Oaks was next with 95.
Winner of the third flight
was Janie Woodard of
Hopkinsville with a 94. One
stroke back was Sandy
Coleman of the Oaks, followed
by Margaret Schmidt of
Metropolis and Martha
Coleman of Clarksville with
97s and Connie Wood,
Mayfield, with 98.
The longest drive contest,
held on the straightaway 3rd
fairway, was won by Mrs.
Bain with a 245-yard boomer.
Sue Costello of the host 'club
stuck her tee shot 18 inches
from the pin to win the hole-in-
one competition on the 125-
yard Ilth hole. She then
canned the putt for a birdie.
The Dorothy Holland
trophy, awarded each year to
the four ladies from any one
club whose aggregate score is
the lowest, went to the Paxton
Park team' made up of Mrs.
Alford, Tammy Mullen,
Norma Smith and Nancy
Neckel. Their total score was
325, or an average of just over
81.
In addition to the cham-
pionship trophy, Mrs. Alford
Yankees Pound Mariners
also will have possession until
next year's tournament of the
traveling trophy provided
annually by the Bank of
Murray In memory of the late
George Hart, former
president of the bank, rilayor
of Murray and prominent
civic leader and club member.
Mrs. Lochie Hart, his widow,,-
was on hand again yesterdayt
to make its traditional,
presentation to Mrs. Alford. 4
(4.
The ladies playing in tbe cher1/4-1/4..'
pionstup flight and their acorairwere: •
Mary Jane Alford 316.111-71
Mary Bain  Ts`-'





















A Seattle Team Loses Again
By BARRY WILNER
AP Sports Writer
For Seattle sports fans, the
New York Yankees were just
adding insult to injury.
It was bad enough that the
Washington Bullets ended the
miracle run of the
SuperSonics Wednesday in the
National Basketball
Association. And the North
American Soccer League
Sounders were beaten by
Rochester while the World
Team Tennis Cascades were
upended by Golden Gate.
Then the Yankees went out
and pounded the Mariners 9-1
as Ron Guidry won his ninth
consecutive game without a
loss, making Seattle sports
teams a dismal 0-4 on the
evening.
Reggie Jackson slammed a
pair of home runs and Roy
White and Bucky Dent also
homered as the Yankees
broke a four-game losing
streak and won for just the
second time in the Kingdome
in the two years that the
Mariners have been in the
league.
Tigers 8, Brewers 1
Jim Slaton five-hit his
former teammates and Rusty
Staub knocked in four runs
with a two-run homer, a
double and a sacrifice fly.
Slaton, who entered the game
with a 4.81 earned run
average, carried a two-hitter
into the ninth.
White Sox 8, Twins 3
A six-run second inning
highlighted Chicago's 10th
victory in its last 11 games. A
two-run single by Henry Cruz
and an error by Minnesota
shortstop Roy Smalley keyed
the inning.
Ken Kravec, 4-4, who set a
career-high with 12 strikeouts,
and Jim Willoughby combined
on an eight-hitter for the White
Sox.
Angels 4-0, A's 1-1
California won the opener as
Ken Brett and Paul Hartzell
teamed up on a four-hitter and
Ron Fairly hit his sixth homer
of the season.
B & J Hydraulics
The New Service for Murray! A Hydraulic REBUILDING SHOP
We rebuild your hydraulic or air cylinders, all types of
hydraulic or air jacks or lifts, pumps, control or selector
valves, porta-powers - whether your equipment be farm,
construction, business or industrial, we can fill your
hydraulic needs. Call Us At
436-2788
Component pick-up and delivery can be arranged.
Service calls available at your request.
All
A &BOVE THE REST.
AT COST
10%
Quality engineered Riding Mowers
The Ariens Company has made great strides in the..
manufacturing °rituality engineered riding mowers and this:
Is no exception. With the addition of two heavy duty 10 hp
riding mowers, Ariens has the mower to suit any of your lawn
care needs. These rugged rear-engine lawn tractors are
teamed up with three 8 hp-30" riders to form the Emperor
Series. All of these riding mowers have the same great
features that one comes to expect from Ariens. The 10 hp-38"
model and 10 hp-30" model combine these features with the
added power you need for big,tiemanding tasks.
The 10 hp models have all of the time-tested features that
have made the 8 hp models so popular. The 8 hp Deluxe
model comes equipped with an electric starter. All other
models have easy recoil starters with ring gear electric star-
ter adaptation. with the exception of the 8 hp-RB model. Elec-
tric darter kits of 12 volt DC or 120 Volt AC are available.
The "Flex-N- Float Plus" mower deck action is an ex-
clusive feature of Arines Riding Mowers. This allows the
deck to follow lawn contours and minimizes scalping. Cutting
height adjustment is easily controlled. The model 1038R, 10
hp riding mower cuts a wide 38" (97 cm) path through high
grass, while model 1030R has a cutting width of 30" (76cm).
The 8 hp models all have a 30" ( 76 cm 1.
Disc-O-Matic drive makes speed changes simple and
smooth and the differential permits easy turning-no scuffing
of turf. All operating controls are within convenient reach
and all models have heavy-duty positive action brake and
separate clutch pedal that acts as a brake when suffiiciently
depressed. For your safety, the Ariens safety interlock
system prevents starting the engine until the shift lever has
been placed in nutrai, the mower blade disengaged, and the
ignition key has been turned on. The rear mounted engine
provides extra traction, and bettec., forward vision. An














All models come equipped with a pin hitch to allow easy at-
tachment of items such as a fertilizer, a dump cart, or lawn
roller. Other attachments, like a Rear Grass Bagger, make
lawn grooming a pleasure by eliminating tiresome grass and
leaf raking. Just place two 30-gallon (132 liter) plastic bags in
the heavy-duty hoppers and mow away. When filled, lift out
the bags and set out for collection. In the winer, a 40" (101.6
cm) spring loaded Snow Blade helps make difficult mow
removal a thing of the past.
Ariens engineered riding mowers are "A Cut Above The
Rest" when you're comparing riding mowers or rear-engine
lawn tractors. Look closely at Arkns heavy-duty welded
steel frame, time tested Disc-O-Matic Drive, full pneumatic
tires, and many other features, then ask your Ariens dealer




Lawn & Garden Center
Tbi Lawn& Garden Business is NOT. Wine We Us!
'Service After The Sale
Free Parking 153-3361
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OMAHA, Neb. (API - The
top-ranked-N, Southern
California Trojans said they
weren't scared by their near
loss to Nortt Carolina although
Coach Rod Dedeaux admitted
he was "hiding under the
dugout."
"That's as close a call as
we've had in any College
World Series game," Dedeaux
said.
He ought to know. His
Trojans have won 10 NCAA
titles wittitan in the coaching
box. North Carolina, on the
other hand, was rated an
•Auiderdog in the series but
-:,went home with a tie for third
place after losing 3-2 to
.:Southern Cal Wednesday
•„,:night.
The Trojans, 53-9, take on
Arizona State tonight. It will
7:1:te the championship game if
he Trojans win. But if the Sun
(1)evils, who suffered their only
%loss of the series to USC
ruesday night, can win, the
iUe would be decided Friday
ITS
Arizona State got seven
strong innings out of starter
Casey Lindsey and erupted for
four runs in the sixth inning
and five in the ninth to
hammer Miami out of the
tournament, 11-3.
"We'll beat them twice,"
Sun Devil Coach Jim Brock
said. Our guys who haven't
hit much are ready to bust
loose and have a 4-for-5
night. '•
USC capitalized on two
passed balls and a wild pitch
for all three of its runs, but
neither Dedeaux nor North
Carolina Coach Mike Roberts
felt the Tar Heels gave the
game away.
The Trojans, trailing 2-0
after seven innings, got two
runs in the eighth on a walk,
single and two passed balls.
USC scored the winning run in
the ninth, when John Wells'
sacrifice fly drove home
Larry Ftibbs - who had
singled, gone to second on a
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(17,500 Btu's on 2013 Volts)
You and the kids can live refreshed when you're
the happy owner of this one high capacity
FedderS air conditioner Powerful' Ilrhas the air
thrust to reach to far corners Flexible' You can
direct air up. down left, right wherever you
wish with lust a fingertip touch It has concealed
controls (no machinery look) and the handsome
appearance you want in your home And it has
The quality construction and quality features
you might expect from Fedders the big name in
room air conditioning
SOUND SUPPRESSION DESIGN...
Fedders total approach to sound
control for quiet operation.




Phillies extended their win-
ning streak to six games,
overcoming the San Francisco
Giants 5-4 Wednesday night
with two runs in the ninth
inning.
It was the third time in the
past five games Philadelphia
has rallied to win in the ninth
imung.
"I feel like we ran into a
bo7isaw," said Joe Altobelli,
the Giants' shell-shocked
manager who had seen his
team lose three straight one-
STANDINGS
By The Associated Press
NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST
..W L Pct. GB
Chi 29 21 .580
Phil 28 21 .571
Mont 29 24 .547 142
NY 26 30 .464 6
Pitt 23 28 .451 642















Cincinnati 9, Chicago 6
Montreal 4-8, San Diego 0-3,
first game, completion of sus-
pended game
Philadelphia 5, San Francisco
4
Houston at Pittsburgh, ppd9,
rain
New York 3, Los Angeles 2
Atlanta 6, St.Louis 0
Thursday's Games
Atlanta (Hanna 4-Oi at St.
Louis ( Vukovich 2-3)
Cincinnati ( Norman 6-21 at
Chicago ( R.Reuschel 6-41
Los Angeles (Sutton 4-5) at
Montreal (Rogers 6-5), (n)





San Diego at Chicago
Los Angeles at Montreal, in
San Francisco at New York,
(n)
Atlanta at Philadelphia, (n)
Cincinnati at Pittsburgh, (n)
Houston at St. Louis, (n)
AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST
W L Pct. ciB
Boil. 36 19 .655 -'
NY 31 .585 4
tketr 29 23 .558 51/2
Etalt 29 25 .537 6"2
!v1ilw 26 26 .500 81
SO POWERFUL IT






COOl (for "hurry-up" cooling), Normal
COO and ultra-quiet Lo.
ADJUSTABLE AUTOMATIC THERM-
OSTAT...MaintainS the comfort level
you select. Air Exchanger exhausts
stale or smoky air.
4-WAY AIR DIRECTION CONTROL
Direct air up, down, wherever you
wish with a fingertip touch
ANTI-POLLUTION OPTION. Pre-wired
to accept the MedicAiri electronic
air cleaner accessory (extra).
FEDDERS ROTARY COMPRESSOR...
So simple it has only three basic
Moving parts
' Se(ec rq, of mode, sboukl be defermyntqf by Khoo! heel own officui•hoo of area 10 5* fooled
ruleuluto, for you
FEDDERS
THE MOST COMFORTING NAME IN AIR CONDITIONING
Ask About Optiowd Full








23 28:- .451 11
19 32 .373 15
WEST
Oak! 32 22 .593 -
KC 27 22 .561 21/2
Tex 26 24 .520 4
Cal 27 26 .509 41/2
Chi 22 29 .431 81/2
Minn 21 31 m404 10
Seat 19 38 .333 141/2
Wednesday's Games
Toronto at Cleveland, 2, ppd.,
rain
Detroit 8, Milwaukee 1
Chicago 8, Minnesota 3
Kansas Clty at Texas, ppd.,
rain
California 4-0, Oakland
New York 9, Seattle 1
Only games scheduled
Thursday's Games
Chicago ( Wood 5-6) at Min-
nesota (Goltz 3-3), (n)
Kansas City (Hassler 0-2 and
Gale 5-1) at Texas
D. Alexander 4-3 and Matlack
5-6k, 2, it-n)
California ( Knapp 6-41 at




Minnesota at Cleveland, (n)
Kansas City at Detroit, (n)
Toronto at Milwaukee, (n)
Chicago at Texas, In)
Baltimore at Oakland, (n)
New York at California, (n)




Egyptian Ismael El Shafei 6-2,
6-2 to reach the quarter-finals
of the Kent grass court tennis
championships.
Stan Smith defeated Ray
Kelly of Australia 6-1, 6-4 in
the second r.91.4.
run games to the Phillies and
fall to second place in the
National League West, one-
half game behind the Cin-
cinnati Reds.
On the other hand, the vic-
tory kept alive the recent
winning streak of
Philadelphia Manager Danny
Ozark. Just before his team's
victory string, which began
Averages
ii.. Lao. raft! Pro..
4T/(1% 41 1 k fit
BArr1NG (115 at dots)-Burroughs
AU, .339; Monday, IA, .128; Buckner, Chi.
.321: Simmons, S3L. .319; Puhl, 11tn_318.
RUNS-Rose, an, 37; DeJesus, On, 36;
Dawson, MU, 36; Foster, On, 36; Schmidt,
Phi. 35; Griffey, Cin, 35.
RUNS BATTED IN-Foster, col, 43;
McCovey, SF, 39; Montana, NY, 38;
RSmith, I,A, 38; Morgan, On, 36; Cey, LA,
36.
HITS-Griffey, Cut, 71; Foster, Cin, 70;
Marvilli, NY, 69; Bows, Phi, 65; Rose, Cin,
65.
DOUBLES--Simmons, StL, 19; Rose,
Cin, 16; Howe, flirt, 16; Parrish, MU, 15;
Mazzilli, NY, 15; Concpcion, (In, 15.
TRIPLES-Gross, Chi, 5; Clark, SF, 5;
Murcer, On, 4; Randle, NY, 4; Garner,
Pgh, 4; Foster, On, 4; Griffey, an, 4;
Richards, SD, 4.
HOME RUNS-Kingman, Chi, 12;
Foster, Cin, 11; Monday, LA, 11; Luzinaki,
Phi, 10; Bench, all, 10. 4-
STOLEN BASES-Moreno, Pgh, 24;
Cedeno, Htn, 18; GMaddox, Phi, 17; Lopes,
LA, is; Bowa, Phi, 14; Royster, AU, 14.
PITCHING (6 Decisions)- Bonham,
Cm, 7-0, 1.000, 2.60; Zachry, NY, 7-1, 175,
3.42; Grimsley, MU, 10-2, .833, 2.57; WHr- :
nandz, Chi, 5-1, .833,2.73; Knepper, SF, 7-2,
.778, 1.93; Norman, Cln, 6-2, .750, 2.93;
Rau, LA, 6-2, .750, 3.38; Sarmiento, Cin, 6-
2, .714, 1.72.
STRIKEOUTS-Richard, litn, 99;
PNiekro, All, 81; Seaver, On, 77;
Blyleven, Pgh, 69; Mntefusco, SF, 66.
!WHIN ii If. 45.1
BATTING (115 at bats)-RoJacksal,
Cal, .375; Carew, kifin, .363; Sundberg,
Tex, .337; Reynolds, Sea, .337; Rice, Ban,
335.8
RUNS-Rice, Ban, 43; LeFlore, Det, 37;
Randolph, NY, 36; Baylor, Cal, 35; Fisk,
Ban, 34; ReJackson, NY, 34.
RUNS BATTED IN-Rice; Ban, 53;
Staub, Det, 39; Zia, Tex, 37; LMay, Bat,
36, Hobson, Ban, 35; Chaniblisa, NY, 35; 1
Baylor, Cal, 35; AOliver, Tex, 35.
HITS-Rice, Ben, 77; Carew, Min, 09;
Staub, Det, 62; Chambliss, NY, 62; Jltnim-
psn,Det, 61.
DOUBLES-Gbrett, KC, 15; Burleson,
Bon, 14; McRae, KC, 13; Othr KC, 13;
V/Stein, Sea, 13.
TRIPLES-Cowens, KC, 6; Rice, Ban, 5;
Rivers, NY, 5; Remy, Ban, 4; Bosetti, Tor,
4, McKay. Tor, 4; Carew, Min, 4; Cud
bage, Min, 4.
HOME RUNS-Rice, Ban, 19; Baylor,
Cal, 14; Jihompon, Det, 13; LMay, Bal,
11 . Evans, Ban, 11; Hodson, 13sn, 11.
STOLEN BASES-Wilson, KC, 21;
JCruz, Sea, 24; Lenore, Litt, 19; Dtione,
Oak, 17; Wills, Tex, IS.
PITCHING 16 Decisions,- Guidry, 14Y,
3-0, 1.000, 1/2; Kern, tie, 5-1, .833, 4.98;
Gale, KC, 133, 3.63: Tanana, Cal, 9-2,
818, 2.52; Torrey, Ban, 8-2, .800, 415;
Statist, Det, 6-2, .750,4.39; Eckersley, Ban,
5-2_714, 3.61; lacry, Oak, 5-2, .714, 1.99.
STRI(EOUTS-Ryan, Cal, 105; Guidry,




with three wins over the Los
Angeles Dodgers, Ozark had
visited Atlantic City's new
gambling casino last Thur-
sday and left with a winning
bundle. Then that night, he
went to the race track - and
again he was a winner.
The Houston at Pittsburgh
game was rained out.
The Giants tied the score in
the fifth on Willie McCovey's
three-run double and went
ahead 4-3 in the eighth on
pinch hitter Mike Ivie's RBI
single. But the Phils were
ready with their ninth-inning
lightning. They tied the score
on singles by Bake McBride,
Bowe and Schmidt, and won it
on pinch hitter Jose Car7
denal's single.
Reds 9, Cubs 6
Undefeated Bill Bonham of
Cincinnati, making his first
start against his former
team mates, gained his
seventh victory, although
pitching only six innings as the
Reds ended the Cubs' five-
game winning streak and
broke their 10-game victory
string at Wrigley Field.
The big hits for the Reds
were Mike Lum's two-run
single that capped a four-run
first inning and a two-run
double by Bonham in the fifth.
Dave Kingman hit a two-run
homer, his 12th, for Chicago.
Expos 4-8, Padres 0-3
Wayne Twitchell and Bill
Atkinson collaborated on a
fourhitter and Tony Perez hit
his 301st career homer in
Montreal's opening victory,
the completion of Tuesday
night's suspended game.
In the nightcap, Ross
Grimsley became the first 10-
game winner in the major
leagues and Larry Parrish
rapped a three-run homer as
the Expos pulled within 11/2
games of the NL East lead.
Grimsley, who has lost twice,
checked the Padres on six
hits.
Braves 6, Cardinals II
Knuckleballer Phil Niekro
tantalized and frustrated St.
Louis on four singles, and Biff
Pocoroba ripped a grand slam
homer, leading Atlanta past
the stumbling Cardinals, who
have lost 20 of their past 27
games. The 39-year-old
Niekro, 6-6, struck out two and
walked two in hurling his 32nd
career shutout.
Mets 3, Dodgers 2
Pat Zachry, 7-1, tossed a
three-hitter and struck out six
in winning his fourth
consecutive game for New
York.
The Mets broke a 2-2 tie in
the eighth when Steve Hen-
derson scored on Ron Hodges'
slow grounder to second base
with runners at first and third
and one out. Second baseman
Dave Lopes, whose homer
accounted for both Dodgers'
runs, said he had no play at
the plate on Hodges' bouncer
because it was hit too slow.
t t
DOLLARS
n Our Cash Pot - This Week Win
3,400 00
RICKY PEAL $100 Whim -_
(Jiffy Pot Never Less Than $100.00)













L4.4. designed to be placed only 1/2" from the wall!
Lounging
•
DUNN'S YOUR EXCLUSIVE BERKLINE
DEALER OFFER THE LOWEST PRICE
IN THE AREA' WE DARE YOU TO COM-
PARE. IF YOU FIND A LOWER PRICE
ON THE SAME QUALITY RECLINER WE
WILL GO BELOW THAT PRICE.
T.V. Viewing
Here's a great way to enjoy complete
• recline relaxation without having to
- take up a lot of space in your family
or living room. Berkline's®exclusive
Wallaway® design recliners glides
forward, not back, as it reclines. This
allows easy room arranging since
chair may be placed just 1 1/2" from
the wall and will not touch the wall in
any position. A great space saver!
This is just one of Berkline's Super
Wallaway Stars. The subtle plaid
Herculonoi)cover sets off the contour
arms, button-tufted back and welt-
edge trim to perfection...yet provides
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Death Klan Says KKK Unit Is
'Last Hope Of White Race'
PADUCAH, Ky. ( AP ) —
Calling the Ku Klux Klan the
-last hope of the white race,"
the Exaulted Cyclops of the
Paducah, Ky., unit of the
Death Klan-Knights says the
organization's purpose is to
protect the cultural values of
the white majority.
The exaulted cyclops was
one of about 10 or 11 masked
members of the western
Kentucky klan who blindfold-
ed Paducah Sun-Democrat
reporter, Steve Wingfield, and
took him to a recent meeting
in a barn near Paducah. -
The men, all wearing
hooded white robes, said they
were "the most violent group
in some time" and claimed
responsibility for several acts
of violence in the area.
They said the organization
recently firebombed the home
of a leader of Paducah's black
community and shot at a
housi trailer, wounding
several people. The
newspaper said it verified that
both incidents happened.
Paducah Police Chief
Robert Holt said the
firebombing incident had been
investigated, but "we wrote it
off as an act of vandalism —
teenagers doing it for kicks.
Whether they (Klan mem-
bers) were responsible is a
matter of opinion."
The Cyclops said the attack
on the trailer was made
because the people inside
were "runners" — white
women who associate with
black men, or vice versa. He
said the attack serves as a
warning for other runners.
"We have files on, I-would
say, 70 percent of the girls in
Paducah and western Ken-
tucky who are runners," the
Cyclops claimed. He said the
group also keeps files on black
leaders and state and local
officials who are opposed to
the Klan.
He also said the Klan is
responsible for other acts of
violence in the area recently,
such as firebombings, shat-
tered windshields and paint
remover thrown at cars.
"They have a chance to
straighten themselves out,"
he said. According to the
Cyclops, the group never
bothers anyone who does not
go against its policies or in-
terfere with its actions.
He said that during Klan
raids, lookouts are posted with
orders to shoot anyone who
interferes. -A white person
who stops a white person in
these acts is a traitor," he
said. The Cyclops said the







will have its regular buffet every Friday night
(4:30-8:30) Serving that delicious steamboat
round of beef and a large variety of salads &
vegetables — regular adult price of $3.50 + tax
includes bread, dessert, coffee or tea — all you
can eat — Private reserved rooms — $4.25 per
person (total price) 753-2700.
violence.
The Cyclops said the
Paducah police force is "with
the niggers," but that "some
of the police are associates
and get literature to distribute
to others."
Police Chief Holt said he
didn't know of any officers
involved with the Klan now.
He said that two or three years
ago-, two ,officers were
associated wilh the Klan, but
"I haven't' heard anything





The annual Paducah Tilgh-
man High School journalism
banquet honoring the 1977-78
Bell staff was held recently
with Dr. L. J. Hortin, guest
speaker, on hand to present
the Hortin Award of Honor to
Becky Heath.
Dr. Hortin, who retired as
head of the journalism
department at Murray State
University after serving as
chairman of the School of
Journalism at Ohio University
in Athens for 20 years,
presented the finalists-for this
year's Hortin Award - Tracey
Dodson, Tommy George,
Betsy Horton, David Lurnmis
and Miss Heath.
Based on recommendation
of the adviser, Vicki Russell;
formal applications submitted
by the finalists; and review of
work done during the school
year for the award-winning
newspaper at Tilghman, Dr.
Hortin selected Miss Heath.
This award goes to the
person who exhibits a spirit of
cooperation to staff morale,
who is an "ideal' staffer who is
academically outstanding and -
who shows skills and talent in
journalism,) Hortin ex-
plained. •








Lawn-Boy has lust teamed
68 years of 2-cycle engineering
experience with advanced
technology-to bring you this
incredible new generation
mower The heart of the
easy-mowing, long-going
Lawn-Boy is this incredible
new generation 2-cycle engine
It develops and delivers more
usable power without adding
weight Easy handling! The new
generation Lawn-Boy the













nestled in needle bearings
The Lawn & Garden Business is NOT a Sideline With Us!






ability in tough grass
21 FEWER
PARTS









into grass for a
more pleasant sound
Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
INSURANCE—BONDS—REAL ESTATE-108 E. 12TH ST., BENTON
Now Has A Local Number
FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLOWAY COUNTY AND AURORA




Great Gifts for Dad
















10-codes on one 
side, CB V




Remember Dad with our 40-channel summer
travel/boating companion! Comes with all the
built-in performance extras Dual conversion
with ceramic filters to cut interference. For any
12V DC pos. or neg ground car or boat (the
Coast Guard is now monitoring ch.. 9 for boating
safety4').
*Check with your local Coast Guard station for maturing irllor Melia
CHARGE IT
--"FeE.4tar.St7C_ T.c




WEATHERIZED POWERHORN® 3-WAY CB STATION TESTER
by Realistic by Microntae
CB 'PA speaker is rust and shock resistant






Great kids gift for Dad! Figures
add ons, discounts directly
Bright green &spiel, Runs on 2





Hell love the convenience of talk
ing car to camper, home to garage
or office to office Installs any
WijIrie Battery included
PLAY IT SMART RADIO SHACK HAS OVER 57 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN ELECTRONICS!
Reads output power from 0-10 watts,
SVVR and percent of average modulation




Wake him 10 music Of buzzer Digital clock radio has lighted
slide rule dial Save $22 07 at The Shack®
AM/FM POCKET PORTABLE RADIO
-Olympic Plaza
12th Street
A DIVISION Of TANDY CORPORATION
For Dads on the go, eatures built in Aft,.
on FM. slide rule dial, duel tone switch
















AY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES
"art
HEADING FOR A FAUL — Bob Speca, 21, of Broomall, Pa., pauses from his task of sel-
ling up 100,000 dominos at Manhattan Center in New York City. 
Speca holds the
record for toppling domino chains — some 50,000 of them. He's prepari
ng for
another record when he performs to benefit the National Hemophilia Foundatio
n.
1AP Laserphoto)
Equity is the difference between how
much your home is worth, and what you
. owe on it.
It's a valuable asset you can use to
• back a really big loan. For whatever you
have in mind.
Real estate values are up. up. up.
So the house you bought just a few
years ago probably would sell for a lot
more than you paid.
. Which means your equity is bigger.
.4. And the bigger your equity, the more
'you • can borrow in a large real-estate loan.
Right here. Right now.
Maybe the money you're looking for
is already in the house.
Monad,
Payment To Pay Payment.
$ 73.17 48 $ 3,512.16 17.80%
$ 90.41 60 $ 5,424.60 18.80%
11400ton Total Of
$5,500 $124.41 60 $ 7,464.60 12.74%
$7,500 $169.41 60 $10,164.60 12.68%
•Aoalial Permute. LAW KY • 1





Lakeway Village Shopping Center
Highway 79E Paris, Tenn.
We Hare The Best Prices anti
Largest Selection Of Lamps tk-
Shades In Tettnessee
If you want the best for less - tr‘ us
for anv kind of lamp %on want. Hun-
Areds of styles. colors and sizes. All at
wholesale prices. We also have
Replacement shades
Wicker •Pictures
•Many other decorator items
LAMPS
$ 5 00 MOO
CeP Sunday 1 p.m. til 5 p.m. V/SA
High way 79 East — Phone 642-8142
101T.eii &401- .
MADISONVILLE, Ky—Bill
Cox, a 36-year old Madison-
ville native, today announced
his intention to seek
nomination for the office of
lieutenant governor in Ken-
tucky's 1979 Democratic
primary.
Cox said he will make his
official campaign an-




on Saturday, June 24. Other
headquarters are planned for
later dates in other areas of
the state. Kentucky's
primaries for state-wide of-
fices will be held May 22, 1979.
Cox is a University of
Kentucky graduate. He
worked for the state of Ken-
tucky in the Departments of
Finance, Agriculture, and
Highways.
He served in the Kentucky
House of Representatives in
1968-69. Later he became the'
chief executive officer for
then-Lt. Governor Julian
Carroll, and was state cam-
paign chairman of Carroll's
highly successful primary
campaign for governor in
1975.
President Carter appointed
Cox as the Federal Highway
Administrator in 1977. Cox
served in that position for 13
months, resigning on May 1,
1978, and returning to Madison
Prior to his Federal ap-
pointment, Cox had served as
the vice-chairman of the
Kentucky Public Service
Commission. He is presently
sell-employed in the trucking
industry.
He is married to the former
Edith Ann Pri;.chett, and they
have two children-Will, Jr., 10
years old, and Anne 13. they







Rule, daughter. of Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph D. Kenz of 14645
Stahelin, Detroit, Mich., has
been tamed Outstanding
Supply Apprentice of the Year
for the Pacific Air Forces at
Clark AB, Philippines.
An inventory management
specialist, Airman Rule was
selected for professional skill,
duty performance and
exemplary conduct. She is
assigned to the 3rd Supply
Squadron, a part of the Pacific
Air Forces.
graduate of Redford High
School. Her husband, Roger,
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Rule of Rt. 1, Kirksey, Ill.
The nation's commercial for-
est land decreased by 8 million
acres in the 1960s.
The Freedom Shoe
Enjoy the wonderful comfort of Free-Flex..
A unique construction duplicates your
foot, makes'Free-Flex supple
enough to bend before an egg






"PIASI,'• AND "TIVIIII-AWAr• AOC IIILDISTENCO TOAD RRRRRR 0. PODS.CO. ,NC.
Now in 6-packs of money-back bottles.
The Pepsi-Cola quart is a real quart. 32 refreshing
ounces. Some soft drink companies sell their product in
bottles that look lite quarts. But they're really only ,
26- or 28-ounce Mtles. The bottles in Pepsi-Cola's new
Economy Quart six-pack are real quarts ... 32 refreshing
ounces. So look carefully before you buy. And when
they're ern0Ty, bring 'ern back for a refund the easy way





















































































































































We Reserve The Right To limit Quantities Open 8-7 Mon-Thur
WE GLADLY ACCEPT FOOD STAMPS Fri and Sat. 8-8

























































PAGE II THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER & TIMES, Thursday, Jone II, 1978
Your Individual
Horoscope
  Frances Drake 
FOR FRIDAY, JUNE 9, 1978
What kind of day will
tomorrow be To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr.20? '
A broad new concept of your
job is in the making, which you
should strive to understand.
Consultation with persons who
have -bright, workable ideas
could • help change- •your
strategies.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
This day may be described as
a duel between promise and
performance. The effort ex-
pended and the direction taken
will be the deciding factors.
Think before acting'
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21) norY
The cool-headed approach in
all matters will bring better
results than the driving one.
Your fine skills and talents are
due for recogniation soon.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
You will face competition —
expected and unexpected. You
usually relish a challenge, but
be careful not to under- or
overestimate opponents.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 4124eCrl
A fruitful day indicated, but
your returns may not be quite
as great as you expect. Remain
composed and ready to shift to a
lower gear in expectations —
for the present, at least.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) NP
Aim for early ac-
,complishment, planned in your
usual orderly fashion, but do not
reject the novel or the un-
familiar without due con-
siderati9.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23 )
Good planetary influences! A
time to "dress up" old ideas and
methods and make them more









(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) rker•
Don't try to buck present
trends or you may find yourself
at unhappy variance with




)ev 44:,"(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21,L.,
Past achievement s can be
correctly appraised now — for
what to do and what NOT to do
in the future. Your ingenuity
will show you how to capitalize
on experience.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 72 to Jan. 20) la
With a little added vigor and
determination, and a well-
arranged schedule, you can




(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Capitalize on your artistic
talents and handle your
obligations in a productive way,
and you will reap fine returns.
This day has many fine ad-
vantages, benefits.
PISCES
?Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
Planets fairly generous, but
here and there are traps to
beset the off-guard individual.
Be firm about going forward,
but as diligent in detecting
flaws. ..-
YOLJ BORN TODAY are a
person of great individuality;
are endowed with a lively
imagination, versatility and
ingenuity. Your ruling planet,
Mercury, gives yQU alertness —
both mental and physical; also,
a great love of travel. Any
occupation involving travel is,
therefore, a "natural" for you.
Other fields in which you could
shine: journalism, painting, the
theater, music. On the personal
side, you are outgoing, warm-
hearted and generous almost to
a fault; Traits to conquer:
hypersensitivity and ex-
travagance. Birthdate of: John
Howard Payne, composer of
"Home, Sweet Home"; Robert
S. McNamara, former Secy. of
Defense, U.S.A.
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Let's Stay Well B F J L Blasingarne M.D
Skateboarding Is A Hazardous Sport
Q: Mrs. H.J. writes that
she and her husband are
faced with a growing de-
mand from their two soars
to buy them skateboards.
They have become very
popular in the neighbor-
hood, which is hilly.
She wants to know
whether any instructional
material is available for
use in small groups. An
effort is going to be made
by several neighbors to try
to teach the children how
to skate more safely.
A Many families across
the nation are having simi-
lar problems. Skateboard-
ing Sas become estab-
lished as a sport, and it is
-potentially haFardous. You
and your neighbors are to
be commended for your
concern and your efforts to
improve safety in the use
of skateboards.
Because of the growth of
accidents from this sport,
the Ohio State Medical As-
sociation Auxiliary, 850
Michigan Avenue. Colum-
bus. Ohio, 43215, has devel-
oped a slide and narrative
presentation for groups to
rent (postage only or pur-
chase at cost price. Their
material may be helpful to












































N. 12th St., Olympic Plaza
159-1636
We Repair ANY Ilaesum EVER Nails
BAGS- BEITS- MOTORS-FANS- BAGS- BELTS- 6701
PLAINTS
OKAY, -11-115 IS qOUR
FIRST FLIGHT AS A
CARRiER PIGEON
you and your friends.
While death from skate-
board accidents is some-
what rare, a study showed
that 375,000 injuries due to
skateboarding took place
in 1977. The injuries are
frequently severe enough
40 percent to require hos-
pitalization. Fractures of
arms or legs are common.
Some of the causes of
skateboarding accidents
are:
- Poor repair of skate-
boards, especially the
rollers'.
- Excessive speeds, such
as on long downhill runs.
- Exposure to vehicular
traffic when skating in the
street. Skateboarders
should never hang on a
moving vehicle.
- Inadequate training in
the use of the skateboard.
Some athletic ability and
natural coordination are
helpful, and all who use
skateboards need practice
and experience.
Here are a few helpful
suggestions:
-- Avoid barefooted
skateboarding. It is prefer-
able -to wear non-skid
shoes.
- Heavy clothing is pro-
tective and lessens the
chances of lacerations and
bruises from spills. Padd-
ing on the elbows and
knees adds protection.
„Thick gloves reduce hand
injuries.
- Helmets guard against
skull fractures or concus-
sions.
Some communities have











!is Se. 12tts 733-4103$
fft.14.1•EsSi 141.•
sites for skateboarding and





scouts and the mass media
are in order.
Car Wash Planned For
Saturday By Youth
A car wash will be held by
the Kirksey United Methodist
Youth Fellowship on Satur-
day, June 10, from eight a.m.
to four p.m. at the Five Point
Standard Station located on
Highway 121 Bypass at
Coldwater Road.
The cost will be two dollars




FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
Although the leader of a
Kentucky tax reform
movement feels the drastic
cut in property taxes ap-
proved Tuesday by California
voters was too radical, she
would like to seize on the
momentum generated by the
vote.
"We need - while the door
is open, while we have all this
response, because people do
forget so quickly - to get
together and decide just what
kind of legislative action is
required," said Faye Eller-
camp of Louisville, secretary
of Taxpayers Action Group.
"While this is all fresh on
people's mind we had better
get something constructive
done," Mrs. Ellercamp said.
She said the group was
formed as a grass roots
protest to reassessments of
property in Jefferson County.
She said the assessment issue
will still be a key target of the
group, although she hopes it
will eventually take a look at
the entire tax structure.
"Kentucky's property tax
rates are not too bad," she
admitted."But it is - the
assessments that continually
increase. There has to be an
alternative. Perhaps property
tax should cease to be a source
of revenue for government."
She also condeded that
"Proposition 13 ( the
California-approved measure
limiting property taxes to 1
percent of assessed valuation)
was a little radical. It is pretty
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Meanwhile, a state revenue
official pointed out it would be
difficult to apply the
California proposal to Ken-
tucky because of the various
property taxes.
Paul Tanner, head of
research for the Department
of Revenue, said there are
state and county property tax
rates, in addition to city and
school levies and levies by
special service districts.
State law limits most of the
property tax rates (except for
schools and in cities with more
than 15,000 people) to 1 per-
cent or less, although a
combination of the taxes could
put a homeowner's tax rate
above 1 percent, or $1 for each
8100 of assessed valuation.
Tanner said there is a -
question of how a blanket
ceiling would affect individual
tax rates which are under that
ceiling.
And in many rural counties,
the total tax rate, combining
several taxing districts, is still
less than 1 percent.
Mrs. Ellercamp said her
group wants to act in an or-
derly way to get elected of-
ficials to listen to its concerns
about taxes. "We don't want to
be an emotional group. We are
trying to be a dignified,
respectable group."
She said while she felt a
majority of TAG's members
would not want to resort to
some form of tax strike or
revolt, "Our elected
representatives have not been
listening to us and whatever it
takes to make them listen and
to discuss the problems and to
be accountable, we will do."
Mrs. Ellercamp said she
hoped to have a leadership
meeting this week and form
some committees.
She said she also hopes to
get organized statewide, but
admitted a lot of rural
counties with low tax rates
may not be as interested in the
assessment and property tax
issue.
"But everybody is in-
terested in taxes and
everybody feels burdened by
taxes." she said. "It is the
Boston Tea Party revised."
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 359.3
up 0.1.
Below dam 301.1 down 0.6.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 359.3
up 0.1
Below dam 304.6 down 0.1
Sunset 8:14. Sunrise 5:37.




















James 2:10 states "For
whosoever shall keep
the whole law, and yet
offend in one point, he is
guilty of all." And
Proverbs 14:12 "There
is a way that seemeth
right unto a man, but the
end thereof are the ways
of death." Why not
search God's instruction
book for the right way?
For Bible Answers and
study call 759-4600. Bible














































































































r•quastitd to ch•ck th•
tint insortion of ads for
rorr•ction. This
n•wspop•r will b•






















be reached on 753-
1916 and 753-1917
Wedhesdays Puzzle Solved
S X 3E" 30 7CI
2 Notice
GIVE THOSE dirty
engine parts a bath. Get
a lube, oil and filter at
the Goodyear Service
Store, 12th and Glen-
dale, Murray, 'Ky. For













bring us yours for extra
. copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 82.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035. Free Parking
lot, use our rear en-
trance.
BABYSITFER needed for
2 boys, 10 and 12 years.
For the summer on
Lynn Grove Highway.
Call 753-0086 after 4 p.m.
Opening !ewe 10th, Saturday
stta.m.ti Sp. in. New limp
horsiness. lie Asp*, latest
styles. Ginger *, $10.95 IL;
vanity Saps, $3.23 sea;
else, table leaps, pole lamps,
hanging Imps, shades and
parts. The men brings a big
track load ivory Saturday. W.
cot get almost iray kind yors
want et below reps* rate.
This inen's brether-in-law
owns fectery. located wrest'
freak Paschall Carpet Neese,
thr4. 641 S., Karel, Ky.
"Conte see, yov save".
PERSONS OF high moral
character interested in
singing or playing piano
in a gospel quartet, to
perform at nursing































correctly will be ap-






5 Lost And Found
LOST BRITTANY
Spaniel, liver and white
in vicinity of South 16th.
• Call 759-4626 or 759-1234.
6 Help Wanted
TUTOR IN reading for 8




dollar business (for less
than $70.00 You can
earn 83000.00 to $6000.00
in 6 months, work full or
aiNilaorttrirck 
time.
MI in black. . 
No
gimmicks. 
and white, for you to see.
For complete details of
our future write Carmen
Reeder, 1305 Main,
Benton, Ky. 42025, 527-











plications may be ote
taind at the Parks Of.
lice. 10th and Payne
Street, Murray. No ap-
plications will be ac-
cepted after June' 10
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NOTICE
There will be a special Meeting of the Murray-
Calloway Airport Board at 4:00 p. m. on Friday,
June 9, in the Council Chamber at the Murray
City Hall.
In addition to several items of routine
business, the primary purpose of the meeting is
to pass a resolution accepting an increase In
federal funds for the recently completed im-
provement project at the airport; give further
consideration to a proposal to establish an Agric-
tural Aerial Spraying, Seeding, and Fertilizing
service for the farmers in the area; consider
plan to increase the water supply at tile airport;
and consider plans for the installation of Jet Fuel
Service at the airport.
NOTICE
The Calloway County Board of Edi,cation will of-
fer at public auction, Saturday. June 10, 9 A.M. on
the Calloway County High School campus, 21011
College Farm Rd., Murray the following:
lice maker, 2 display signs, 4 meta! doors-3'0"
x 611", 4 metal handrails, 12' long, 1 stove hood, 1
roll of picket fence, 1 disassembled walk-in
freezer, 1 phonograph amplifier, 1 serving table
for cafeteria, 1 dishwashing table with disposal,
12 window frames-(4 windows per unit), 1 dish-
washer, 8 window frames with glass (4'0" x
2 heater units with motor, 2 heater enits
without motor, 1 exhaust fan, 1 deep fr)er, 3 gas
ovens, 2 gas surface top range, 1 ‘.eget,ible
peeler, 1 roll-away bed, I piano, 1 dreible-door
reach-in refrigerator, 4 boxes dessert dishes tap--
proximatley 578), 14 boxes plastic trays ( ap-
proximately 2761. 9 boxes divided plat .s (ap-
proximately 295), 5 boxes, chili boa's cip-
proximatley 270). 1 box cups ( approximatoly 60),
1 hand mixer, 4 flour sifters, 1 slicer, ? ham-
burger presses. 150 glasses (plastic and glass), 2
garbage racks woodet 1, 3 mops, 1 step stool, 4
garbage cans, 10 curtain rods, curtWns, 1 mixer
table, old mixtr parts, 1 meat grinder, 1 wooden
stirring paddle, 119 saucers, 1 confectioitOven, 2
freezers, tables built by shop classes., l'cooler.
MisediallelItt3 11111.1MAMITA-bakii4--"4-
pans-18" x 28", 1 sausage grindcr, 2 friden rotary__
calculators, 1 Remington Rand line-A Thine, 1 A.
B. Dick Mirneoseope, 1 3-M Dry Photo-Copier, -I
Burroughs Model F9500 bookkeeping
machine,miscellaneous items
The Calloway County Board of Education mar-

















































































































, work full or
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6 Help Wanted













my home 4-9 p.m. June
and July, 8 a.m. to 4
p.m. during school year.
Must have own tran-
sportation and willing to.
do light housekeeping.
Call 753-7868 after 9 a.m.
DRAFTSMAN
Immediate opening for Chef
hmen-Detuiler for Civil and
flenietwel Ilagt***. projects.
Experieuced required. At-
tractive Wary and fringe
Benefits. Submit ransom to
Tod lillington Consulting




















care). RN's are back at
the bedside doing total
care with only 5-6
patients. New salary
schedule and fringe
benefits. Opening on all
















cut, rack, and bail ap-






top pay, plus excellent
tips. Call 474-2259 for
appointment.




Ages 16 and up
Aquaboggan International, a new waterslide
being constructed on Highway 641 near Ken-
tucky Dam, is now hiring personnel for the sum-
mer. Applications may be picked up af Murray-
Calloway County Chamber of Commerce and
Marshall County Chamber of Commerce. Ap-
plicants must be at least 16 years of age. Com-
pleted applications should be returned no later





30% to 75% off






























Everything in the Store is Reduced
'Belts *Boots .Purses *Shoes
*Clothing .Coats
LEATHER COATS
119niart 1200 NOW 
$9900
All Items Are Tagged With
Our Regular Discount Price




Fri. & Sat. 9-9 1-9 Sanday
753-97811
6. Help Wanted





June 10, 10:30 to 1:30. T-
Shirt Etc. 1417 Olive.
ADDRESSERS WAN-
TED IMMEDIATELY!















start ups. Any worth
while project con-
sidered. $5,000 and up.
Call 502-885-1795 bet-













110 lo• • ant
red 'SI wit 4
trr for a Woe or
rerry.a.nal WO.








13 For Sale Or Trade
FAR SALE OR TRADE
for guns or cars, Show








WE BUY USED mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
West End Mobile
Homes, 442-1918.
ON LAND CONTRACT 10
to 30 acres. Must be
within 15 minutes of
Murray. Write P.O. Box





30 Acres. Must be
within 15 minutes of
Murray. Write P. 0
Box 223, Mayfield, Ky.
42066.
15 Articles For Sale
WE BUY AND SELL useci
air conditioners.
Electric, 753-9104 or 753-
1551.
SKIL SAW kale, model
574, $32.99, model 559,
$44.95, model 552, $89.95,
model 553; $99.99, model
554, $109 95. Wallin
tiardivare, Paris.
TILLgit& 5 h- Re, 6404,
drive. Briggs add
Strattoh engines.
$199.95. Wallin Hard- '
ware, Paris.
GARAGE DOOR 8' x 9'
practically new. All
hardware. 949. Call 759-
1117 after 4 p.m.
15. Articles For Sale
HOFFMAN'S
NURSERY
I mile out 94 East
t$"Ittateties 
It for 6 plants
KINGWOOD HEATERS
- automatic, brick lined
cast irori grates. Deluxe
porcelain enamel
cabinet, lift off cook
surface top. $199.95.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
TIRE SALE - Polyester




$21.19 plus $1.94 FT,
E78x14", $22.15 plus
$2.30 FET, F78x14",
$22.47 plus $2.44 FET,




$28.29 plus $3.13 FET.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
$3 95 BUYS All OF niti




• WW II 1943 Penny
- W. B. Penis,
Bef ore 1920 eg
• WO1116111
Mint Peony 25 yrs.
• 1961IS Penny (Alec)
- Rare 1960-0 Sandi
Dote Penny
- S Mint Peony • 25 yrs.
Pies free twit $ Iii
Plus Oar free Gift
Plus Oar free Brochere
Send $3.95 and .25 Postage
JIM DeN111110 & CO.





suite, both 1 year old.















Needie model, 500 or 507,
$43.99. Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris.












console stereo, AM-FM 8
track turntable, lists for
$399.00, sell $199.00. One
18.4 cubic ft. side by side
refrigerator, sold in
December, lists $659.00










used air condition, $50-
$200. At Murray Ford
arriving Thursday. Still
have several school




tablesaw with all blades,
$235. Several gas stoves,





.1111FlVER A L USED riding
mowers, 10 used push
mowers. Murray Ford
-• • Tractor,' 7594895.
OFFICE EQUIPMENT-
desk, 3 metal shelves,
two 30 drawer cabinets,
addressograph type-
writer, wooden tables
and 190 new unfolded_
cardboard boxes. Call
7534414 or 753-7318.--
15. Articles For Sale
RD 250 Super condition,
$325. MX 250, good





















machine, . $50. Good
condition. Call 436-5836.
DISHWASHER, set of




teed shocks. Buy three,










FOR SALE- Heavy Duty
Speed Queen washer
and dryer. White, 2
years old. $150. Call





cabinet, $15.00. Call 753-
2452.
FIVE DRAWER maple
chest, $40. One chrome
table and 4 chairs, $40.








and 1 storm door. Call
753-6430.
TWO GOOD USED lawn
mowers Will sell cheap.
Call 753-9039 6 a.m.-2 : 30
p.m. Monday-Saturday.
FROM WALL TO WALL,




Auto, home of "Wishing
Well Gift Shop".
Patterns
Of vim ashion floor




years 01! Sears. See 0.
B. Boone at Boone
Laundn and Cleaners,




Hodge & Son, Inc.
?ow so
USED SINGER SEWING
machine. zig zag, all
-regular afflichlrnenli.-
stvwg - tierfect, • fully
guaranteed Full cash
price, 539 50. Payments




Benton, Ky. Of Call 354-
8619.
16 Home Furnishings









$250. Call 436-2355 or 436-
2788.
1977 FORD TRACTOR,
1600, 2 cylinder diesel.
Call 753-8169 after 5 p.m.
NEED GRAIN BINS,
don't buy from anyone
until you get our quote.















FOR SALE tobacco ana




fishing boat with trailer,
Silver Troll trolling
motor with battery.
Swivel seats. Call 753-
0087.
MUST SELL 16' Mark
Twain. 115 Mere. Power
tilt and trim. Excellent
















"It Summertime and the Living is Easy" .ji
...in this lake home located irr Pirates Cove Sub.
on Johnathan Creek w-boat ramp, Marina golf
course; swimming pool, tennis courts, airport
rights. This is a complete vacation dream home
package. Call us today for more information.
Just Listed
Setting on a large, 1 plus acre wooded lot in
Keniana Sub. is this neat 2 BR mobile home w-
many extras-Central gas heat, Ben Franklin
Fireplace, washer and dryer, builtins range and
Ref. Setting on block foundation w-community
water also has 3 outside storage bldgs and green
house on lot, Boat ramp rights.
Builders Dream of Prefedion
is this "Never been lived in" 3 BR deluxe coun-
try home featuring approx. 2,430 sq. a rare find
and one of our best offerings. Must be seen to be
appreciated, better call us today you don't want
to take a chance on missing this one.
Sweet and Low
...is this well built 3 BR brick home approx. 1,600
Sq. it has 2 baths, living room, kitchen and dining
area combination, builtin stove, dishwasher
drapes thoughout, setting on a comfortable 128 X








40 H. P. JOHNSON 1514'




15 FT. 7 in. bass boat, 50
horse motor and trailer.
Two Browning A-5
shotguns, 12 gauge. Call
759-4938 after 5 p.m.
OPEN HOUSE SUNDAY
June 11,2-4 p.m. ,
818 N. Mk
Get ready to move into one of Murray's sharpest
and most spacious homes. This house has three
bedrooms, 2 large baths, fireplace and kitchen
with breakfast area. Economical central gas
heat and central air, a private patio and an in-
tercom for something extra. It would be our
pleasure to show this home to you. Price just







...located on the main lake in Pine Bluff Shores
Sub. is the neat 2 BR mobile home. Call us today
for an appointment. The lot itself is practically
worth the price of this package.
Lake Setting
its as close to town as you can get and still enjoy
living at the lake. Built by its owner the quality
and value was not spaired in the building of this
exquisite Lake Forrest home, setting in a large
wooded lot, a two story gambrel roof design. 3
Br, 2 bath, extra large living room and kitchen
w-builtins are amont the many pluses this home
has to offer.
Just the Place for Your Family to Con Home
Built by its owner with that old fashioned charm
and value packed into this modern 3 BR home. A
natural setting among pine trees gives you the
peaceful, restful seclusion you have only
dreamed about until now. Just minutes from
Murray this home is equipped with many extras.
Shown by appointment only. Call us today.
Choice Lake Front Lotslin
3 excellent lake front lots on the main lake
deep water in Pine Bluff Shores Sub. all ow'
blacktop street w- community water available.
Large wooded Lake Front lot on a point, located
in Croppie Hollow Sub.
Just listed, 2 lake lots in Keniana Sub for
$3,000!!!
We have 2 lake loLs in Panorama Shores Sul)
Starting at $2,700.
Weekends & Evenings Cali.
Joe Kennon 436-5676
It'd Nall 153 4868
Pam Warily 153-8674
Don Tucker 753-1930
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PUT ni IN THE
20 Sports Equipment
EXTRA NICE pingpong
table. Best offer.. call
753-4330
NEW 8 H.P. boat motor.




shield, $475. 14' bass
boat, 18 h.p. motor, $350.




Take ea see Rot
Bob m nee comatose.
Powered by 435 Olds.
Locertod it Lae Berkley































SHEAR model 2201 with
weedeater model 500 or
507. Roto shear model





R78114" or 15", $43.65
plus $2.97 FET,
HR78x14" or 15", $45.42
plus $3.15 FET,
J.R78x15" or LR78x15",






511' for 6 plants
26 TV Radio
SISSON'S Ze can e
you $20 or more on TVs,
stereos, video recor-
ders. One year free
service cin all color TVs.
Shop, then come see us.
Sisson's, 19 miles West
on Highway 94, 382-2174.
DON'T BE MISLED. We
will not be undersold.
Your Zenith Dealer for
Murray and Calloway
County, Tucker T.V.
Sales and Service, 1914
Coldwater Rd.
25 INCH color console,
$150, Magnavox Stereo
with AM-FM, $75. Both
like new. Call 492-8648.
LARGE sELECTION of
new Magnavox console
stereos for only $12.00
per month. Clayton's -
( Formerly J & B
Music), 753-7575.
WANTED RESPON
SIBLE party to take up
payment like new color
TV. Clayton's (formerly
J and B Music), 753-7575.
78 MODEL Pioneer SX
650 receiver. Two CS
666 three way speakers.
Suggested retail price
$1,005.00. for sale $500.
Call 753-4641 days, 753-
3724 after 5.
27 Mobile Hone Sales
10 X 48 two room
12 X 64 all electric, all
carpet, pantry. Un-
derpinning, straps and






Flared sod reedy Ue to 12 24 Also betetOy1,, offkes, co:0%9es
ma& hate odens, ad patios. of U SURD, pre•cva completely reedy
to ossernbie op to 24 s O Rey tbe best for less.
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
Auction
It's to be announced
Saturday, June 10 at 10 A. M., rain or shine at
the Truman Jackson some from Murray take New
Concord Highway (121) south to sign at Overby
Rood: Turn north, go to end of Overby Rood, turn
right, second house on right.
Will offer nice 10 x 50 mobile home completely
furnished, B Allis Chalmers tractor, plow, disc,
mower; 2 wheel trailer, 5 HP mower, 8 HP riding
mower, deep freeze, air tank, pressure spray,
wheel barrow, grease guns, hay, coffee-lamp-
end tables, 'nice 40 in. Frigidaire elec. range,
-dinette and 6 chairs, vanity bench, recliner, coal
stove, 110 and 220 heaters, gas clothes dryer, nice
Kenmore washer, rocking horse, elec planer
hand) '66 Ford auto transmission, Coleman lan-
terns, elec. boxes and plugs, 60-drawer screw
arrangef, circle saw, 2 bath lavatories, pipe vise!.
heavy duty Milwaukee saw, kerosene salaman-
der with el& blower, garden hose, pony bridle,
tape player and speakers, lamps, gun rack, log
chains, gas cans.
Antiques: wash kettle, lanterns, briSIS,knOb
hames, quilt tops, dog irons, kerosene lamp.
depression glass, cookie jar and' other pieces,
McCoy pottery, 2 churns, buttermilk pitcher,
smoothing irons, preserve stands, milk can,
feather beds, pots, pans, dishes and all kinds of
hand and garden tools, plus other miscellaneous
items.
Not responsible for accidents, announcements
ctex of _sale-take_precedence overprinted matter,






29 Mobile Home Rentals
TWO BEDROOM 10 X 41






mobile home spaces for






X 40 and 40 X 48. Can be
rented together or
separate. Call 753-5287.
31 *ant To Rent
WANTED TO LEASE or
rent three or four
bedroom home. Two





32 Apartments For Rent
ONE ROOM apt. fur-
nished. Working man




month. $1013 deposit. Call




rent. Bath and open
closet near campus, $85.











60 days. Call 753-8668.











chair, walker or cane;





33 Rooms For Rent
34 Houses For Rent
THREE ROOM house,





to campus. $165 month
No pets. Call 753-1203.
36 For Rent Or lease
FOR LEASE- building.
3400 sq. ft. 121 Bypass
Call 753-3111 or 753-6869
FOR RENT OR lease-5
offices, excellent con-
dition. Located 703 South


















Collie pups. Lassie type.





North 16th and Poor
Farm Road. 40 cents per
quart. Open 3 p.m. daily.
41 Public Sales
YARD SALE, Friday and
Saturday 8 to 5. Cloths,









tains, children and adult






roll away beds, clothes,
dishes, several antiques,
and lots more. Half mile
East of Coldwater, just
off 121 on 236. Call 489-





players, lots of odds and
ends. Friday and
Saturday from 9 to 5.
1701 Magnolia.
FIVE PARTY Carport
Sale, 312 N. 6th Street.




and Saturday 8 to 5.




adult clothing, odds and
ends.
BIG MOVING SALE,
june 8, 9 and 10 from 9 to
6. Office furniture, wood
desk, household items,
refrigerator, clothes.
Four miles South of
Murray on 641 Highway
on right.
THREE PARTY Yard












new material, etc. Coles





Saturday June 10 from 8





noon till 8. Saturday, 8 to




SIX PARTY Yard Sale,
Thursday and Friday 9-
4, Saturday till noon.
Highway East 94 to
Whites Camper, turn
right 7th trailer on left.
YARD SALE Friday and
Saturday. 8:30-9 All
sizes infant to adult
clothing. Good con-
dition. Furniture, shoes,
lots of odds and ends,













Stroller, high chair, a







figurines. 410 N 8th.
YARD SALE, Saturday 7-
6, at the C. E. Cain
Home on 641 North. Lots






North 16th Ext. One mile












those City blahs! ! Here
is a 3 bedroom brick to
enjoy with pride. From
entry hall, you enter the
plush carpeted living
room or family room
with fireplace or down
the carpeted hall to the 3
.bedrooms with pegged




Plenty Of FREE Parking
AUCTION SALE
7333247
Saturday, June 10th, 10 a.m , rain or shine at the
Isle Mrs. Tempest Clark home 304 Sooth lot)'
Street, Murray, Ky. Will have items from the late
Mrs. Pearl Jones home combined with Mrs. aarks
to make r largo sale.
Nice appliances, furniture, glass, china aad
antiques, poster bedroom suites and odd beds, U2
beds, living room suites, hide-a-beds, odd chairs,
recliners, drop leaf and chrome tables, Jennyig4 -
full and half beds, matching drum tables, coffee
and end tables, straight chairs, floor and table
lamps, wringer washers, vacuum cleaner, lawn
furniture, quilts, old Victrola, Bentwood settee,
rockers, spool leg center table, stone jars, 4
gallon fish, cooking wash kettle, old pie sate,
quilt box, high chair, pictures, lots of glass and
china .pieces of pink and faen Princessitgace
-and' Crystarilia royal-I-66T ti'erry
Refrigerator, gas stove, upright home
garden tools, lots more. For information call:
CHESTER And MILLER
AUCTION SERVICE
435-4128 or 435-4144 Lynn Grove
l'HIRTY FIVE acres
with water front located
at Chandler Park area
4 of the lake ( Hamlin,
Ky. ) Property has long
blacktop road ( Ky 1918)
plus a new road serving





LOCATED ON A QUIET,
tree-shaded street is this
3 bedroom brick ranch
home just waiting for
your family. Fully
carpeted throughout
home has living room,
dining room, large den
and abundant storage.
Priced at only $31,900.
Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222 or
come by our con-
veniently located office
in the White House
Building, 711 Main for
all your real estate
needs.
Wont IV. Acres? Moo talai
holt it tlas boom located so
641 N. post eisotits from
tows. Wee 'wooded lot) Meat
Bit Snob and Stowe. Lefts por-
ch end Pith*. Lots of closet
specs. Coat, hat end a.
A$6'4545,000
levitseasit property -brki
dales loartool jest off 94 lost
only ookorfes from lawny.
Nes 2 bedrooms Nth side, le-
pros. 11$0 itch., all to well
carpets and boat's. •p-
pliencos. Good income proper.






Located in one of
Murray's new shopping
centers, this store
features a wide variety
and selection of creative












OR a two-family house
with separate en-
trances. Also a lovely
fenced yard, plus an








BINATION a 'good home
and a good price. Just
listed very attractive 2
bedroom home with
kitchen, formal dinning
















With The Friendly Tart,'
•:TwASINice Lakeview
Lots For The IsKce
one. Cat us today











South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 7511051
5 ACRES LEVEL land.
Four miles south on
Highway 641. 255 ft.
frontage. Good well,
nice shade trees. Two
good dwelling for in-
come or home. Only
$21,000. Galloway
Realty, 505 Main Street,
phone 753-5842.
IT AIN'T necessarily so
that good things must













KNOCKS almost new 4
bedroom home just
listed. Lovely design
and ideal location across
the street from
Robertson Elementary
School and one block
from University cam-
pus. Central heat and air
and an economic price





753-1222 for an ap-
pointment to see this
home today.
Professional Services
With The Friendly Touch
Gatesboro Residential
Lot. 120' wide 200' deep
on Gatesborough Cir-
cle. city water and
sewers. Priced Right














her shine. ..Have your 3
acres and house up to
date. Has 50 x 20 block
building besides. Make
an offer. Also don't
forget to watch for our
ad on the building page
of the paper each
Tuesday. If you have
any questions on any of
our ads, please call or
come by our office and
pick up our new
brochure. Loretta Jobs
Realtors, 753-1492.
FOR SALE, 2 acres more
or less about 1 mile east




double garage, 2 storage
buildings, 2 moble home
hook-ups, City water.
$47,500. Galloway






Wick Jeffs Steppes Cater
43. Real Estate
FOR SALE 71,2
well of water, 2 trailer
hookups. 1 mile from 94






901 Sycersors Norm, ly
REDUCED FOR QUICK
SALE-Log home 'near
lake with 3 bedrooms,
kitchen, living room
with nice fireplace, a
full basement all on one





paved road frontage in
Brewer, Ky. Call 489-
2195 after 5 p.m.
Professional Services
With The Friendly Touch"
60 Acres moze_or less.
South of Murray just 4
miles this side of Paris
Landing on 119 just off
121. Land can be tem
ded or pastured. On
black top road. Only
$33,000. Call for
details. Boyd-Majors





Monday-Friday - 7:30-2:30 Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
Price Hair cut $1.50 Price Shave $1.25
Call 753-3685.
BARKLEY LAKE
Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
ceramic baths, huge utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other interest. Price
$110,000.
Ohio Valley Real Estate




This newly reduced quality 3 bedroom, 2 bath B. V. on 15 Acres. Entry
hall, central heat and air, kitchen has range, compactor, separate dining
area, den with fireplace, beamed ceiling. Patio, carport, storage bldg.
plus stock barn. SEEING IS BELIEVING! So See This One Today!
SOMETHING SPECIAL IN COUNTRY LIVING
This 4 bedroom home has it all. Aluminum siding, 2 'acres, spaCious
rooms for living comfort. Newly redecorated. Extra insulation to beat theSumnier heat. /red in IJJWA LOW 30's.
Boyd-Majors Real. Estate -105
-The Professional Swims With The Friendly Tack"
Audra Moody 753 9016 Berbera Irwin 753-4136
Warren Shropshire 753-11277 I. B. Nook 753-2387
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WATER front lake lot.
On Blood River lake.
Call 436-2427.
45. farms For Sale
80 ACRE Tennessee
Farm. 14 miles south-
west of ,Murray, good
house, 1/2 tillable, black
top road, $62,000. 498-
8638.
FOR SALE BY owner in
Gatesborough. Three
bedroom 2 bath. Call
753-5603.
THREE BEDROOM, 21/2
bath, 2400 sq. ft. new
home with fireplace, 2
car garage. Well in-
sulated. On 121 North.
Low 40's Call 489-2749.
BY OWNER. Located on
Circarama Drive. 3
bedroom brick ranch






and curtains with home:
Dinning and kitchen
area combined. Lots of
cabinets and storage
area. 753-4673.
HOUSE FOR sale by
owner. 3 bedroom brick,
carpeted, $27,500. 1509
Clayshire, 753-0119.




storage, shady lot, good
location. 217 South 15th.








and heat, other built-ins,
large corner lot. Phone
753-2452.
NICE UNFURNISHED





46. Homes For Sale
HOUSE FOR sale by
owner. 3 bedroom, one
bath, brick, paved drive,
chain link fence, sun
deck, central heat and
air, fully carpeted,
newly decorated. Ap-





BY OWNER - " 3'
bedroom,, '11/2 bath,
garage, central air and
heat, carpeted. 14 z 24
living room with -full
stoned wall fireplace.
Blown insulation.
Fenced backyard. 16 x
20 raised deck. Wooded
lot. Paved driveway. All
on '02 an acre in Lynn-
wood Estates, 2 miles
South of Murray.
Possession in June. Call
753-0717.
47 Motorcycles
1974 SUZUKI TM 400 trail
bike. Excellent con-
dition. Less than 1,000
miles. $625. Call 753-0728
after 5 p.m.
1977 Y Z 80 excellent
condition also Want to
buy dune buggy. Call
753-8490.
1976 HONDA CB 3601.
Like new. $750 or trade
for car or truck. Call 753-
8124.
1974 HONDA CB 360. Like
new. 2600 miles. $650 or
best offer. Call 759-1791
days, 75341498 nights.
1978 YAMAHA 175 DT. 600





100 HONDA trail bike,
good condition. Must sell
this week. $150 or offer.
Call 759-1054.
BSA CUSTOM CHOP-
PER 650 engine. New
inside and out. Built
and painted by Jim
DeFew. a rigid frame,
Harley rearend, red
crushed velvet seat and
lots of chrome. Ridden





•Newly renovated •wall-to-wall carpet 416,400
44th & Barnett, Hazel .492-8101
47 Motorcycles
1977 HONDA 750 Four
Low mileage. Ektra
nice. Also ,has ad-
justable back rest and
luggage rack. Call 753-
9039 6 a.m.-2:30 p.m.
Monday-Saturday. •
1976 YAMAHA BT 100,
air, hockey game. Call
753-7137 after 5 p.m.
1973 HONDA 350 SL. Less
than 1,000 miles. Call
436-2262 or 753-8078.
48 Automotive Service
TRUCK TIRE Sale -
Hiway tread, 700x15", 6
ply, $27.57 plus $2.85
FET, 750x16", 8 ply,
$35.39 plus $3.59 FET.
Wallin Hardware,
Paris. ) erre united feature Synd.cate 
Inc
49 Used Cars & Trucks
50. Campers
Western Ky. Travel
Trailer Sales and Ser-
vice, Route 68 and 1-24,
Cadiz, Ky. Call 502-522-
8507.
51. Services Offered










41 5 0 evening.







fts r'Just AN EXCCISTIVE SALARY .REE71 
m11 00  
g 
Stone.
o1977 DATSUN 280Z, 12,000 ?EAR. I STILI_ RFT-AIN NN
N
miles. Excellent con-
THE EXECUTIVE'S WASWWO/v1,1' 
foundations. 100 percent
fireproof masonaryciition. $7000. Call 753- product. Less than the6343. cost of natural stone.
Use for interior or ex-
terior. An excellent do-
it-yourself project or we





Tenn. 38242. Phone 901-
642-1328.
VOLVO P1800 Sports car.




1968 V. W., good con-
dition. Call 489-2648 after
4 p.m.
1973 PONTIAC Catalina,





use. Call 753-4377 or .753-
8004.
1973 CHEVROLET
pickup. Lots of extras.
Excellent condition. Call
437-4836 after 6 p.m.
1969 PLYMOUTH
Satellite wagon, $450.
Call 753-7861 9 to 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday.




















power, radial tires, good
condition. $895. '73
Dodge pick-up, short




yellow and black, power
steering, power brake,




49. Used Cars & Trucks
1975 DODGE TRUCK,
automatic, power
steering and brakes, AM
radio, two new 8 ply mud
and snow tires on back.
Less than 45,000 miles.
Excellent condition
inside and out. Runs














All cars are good
mechanical and have a
good body. 1060 Old-
smobile $200. Good
mechanical. If you don't
like our prices make an
offer. Call 436-2145.
SEVERAL USED pickups
and cars in stock.
Murray Ford Tractor,
7594895.











dition. $2495. Call 489-
2595.
1975 DODGE 4 wheel
drive, automatic, power
steering and brakes.





Call West Side Auto
Parts, 502-684-2391 or
come to Highway 641
South, Taylor Motors
Truck Yard.




condition. $425. Must sell










Motor in good running
condition. Call after 4
p.m. 762-4006.
1974 LTD Country Squire
Station Wagon. All
power and air. In extra
good condition with new
tires. $1750.00. Phone 1-
354-6217.
FORD customized van.
Has 8 track stereo, C.B.,
AM-FM radio,
television, speakers
front and rear, couch-





tego, power. air, AM-
FM stereo, needs body
work, $1150 1967 Chevy
pickup runs but motor
needs work. $300. Call
753-2893 after 6 p.m.
50. Campers
CAMPER SCHOOL BUS
for sale, fully carpeted,
stove, refrigerator,
couch makes bed. Table
and seats Curtains, 3
beds --end cabinets. Call
345-2156 or 489-2249. Also
a good Warm Morning
wood stove with jacket.
WHITES CAMPER
SALES your starcraft
dealer. You've got, a
good thing going with
Starcraft. Compete line
travel trailers, pop ups,
parts and accessories.
Toppers and used
campers. East 94 High-










WILL SPRAY barns, roof
and thick throseal to
masonary walls. Free
Extimates. Call 753-6878
or 492-8866 after 5 p.m.
INSULATION BLOWN
IN by Sears save on
these high heat and













now. Call Sears 753-2310
















ALL TYPES backhoe and
septic tank work. Field












J AND R Pool Contractor.
Custom built vinyl lined
pools. Several sizes.
Water Valley 355-2838 or
328-8567 call collect.
 IROOFINGNo job too small. Ex-cellent references.759-4615
PROFESSIONAL window
. cleaner. Private homes
and stores, home




tank, gravel and dirt
hauling. Call 753-5706 or
753-5808.
BYARS BROTHERS &









siding by Alcoa. Free
gutters with vinyl or
aluminum siding. Call
Byars Brothers and





roofs sealed. Call Jack
Glover 753-1873 after 5
p.m. or weekends.
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 1n-8669 or
436-5348.
PAINTING INTERIOR,
exterior, Also dry wall




repair. Call Joe Jackson
after 5 p. m. 753-7149.
QUALITY SERVICE
Company Inc. Air con-








TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 753-
7203.
DO YOU need stumps.
removed from your yard
or land- cleared of
stumps/ We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips
Call for free Estimate,







struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah,
Ky. 42001. Phone day









method dean carpets as-
(dint -
38 pound portable power-
house does all the work
WI=ase.Stieutos
at deep down dirt sod





I YOU SAVE UP TO
$25.00 PER ROOM1
lint for only $12.00 e des
Bet-Air Decor Store
Sol- Air Carnet 733-3M,
51. Services Offered
ANY KIND OF
HAULING in y or
county. Call 759-1247
or 753-9685.






Drilling Co., 24 in. .wells.




WILL DO baby sitting in
my home. Four years












53 Feed And Seed
66 BUSHEL Williams







dog. Very good with
children. Good natured.
Call 435-4134.
Beautiful white brick home 2 miles west of Hardin
on Highway 80 Lot size approximately 150 x 210
Beautifully landscaped
.3 bedrooms, 2 baths, optional room to serve as
fourth bedroom or game room
.large living room/den combination, large dining
room and large kitchen
.2-car attached garage
.over 1,800 square feet of living area plus garage
CALL ABOUT THIS NOME
AT $45,900 IT IS PRICED
WELL BELOW REPLACEMENT COST
Adjacent lot of 100 x 200 is optional item for sale.
Includes new horse barn 32 x 40 with running water
and electricity $5,500 is the low price for this lot sin-
ce barn replacement costs would be approximately
$3,500.
FOR SALE BY OWNER
SHOWN BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
Phone: 753-8355, M-F, 8:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
TODAY'S HOVE IS TOMORROW'S INVESTMENT
COUNTRY ESTATE
Just listed - an ideal home for the large family.
Five bedrooms, 21/2 baths, ..large family room
with built-in bookshelves, large recreation room
(24 x 14), fireplace in living room, abundant
storage areas, located 61/2 miles from Murray,







Almost new four bedroom home with lovely
design and ideal location near schools on quiet
street. Central heat and air and an economic
price make this home an excellent choice on
today's market. Priced in the 30's Phone us
today for an appointment.
IT'S A BARGAIN!
Located on a quiet, tree shaded street is this 3
bedroom brick ranch home just ivEtittng for your
family. Fully carpeted throughout, home has
living room, dining room, large den, abundant




A-good home and a good price. Just listed very
attractive 2 bedroom home with kitchen, formal
dining room and living room with fireplace and
heatalator. Extra income potential with up-
stairs, 1 bedroom apartment. Located in nice
87ig!ibortiin Priced neigh rhood. Extra bonus: Assumable umabl FHA4w loan. 
-GPPERUI) -24 Hr. Phohe
REALTY Ph. 753-1222
NEW LISTING NEAR UNIVERSITY
A single-family home with 3 or 4 bedrooms, 2
baths, living room, kitchen-dining room com-
bination, utility room, or a two family house with
separate entrances. Also a lovely fenced-in yard,
plus an extra large garage and workshop or
storage building.
Harry Patterson 492-8302 - Bill Rayburn 759-4900 - Geri Andersen 753-7932 George Gallagher 753-8129 - Bill Kopperud 753-1222
REALTOR'
•




The funeral for Carlos A.
Hicks of 714 River Road,
Murray, is being held today at
one p.m. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with the Rev. Jack
Jones officiating and Mrs.
Otto Erwin as organist. •
Serving as pallbearers are
Thomas Houston, Harold
Houston, Preston Barrett,
John Lowery, Charles Vinson,
and Charles Outland. Burial
will follow in the Coles Camp
Ground Cemetery.
Mr. Hicks. age 70, died
Monday at 6:30 p.m. at the
Westview Nursing Home. His
wife, Mrs. Lellie Edwards
Hicks, died Feb. 10, 1967.
He is surviitpd by one
daughter, Mrs. Paul Lord,
Gillette, Wyoming; one son.
Sherrill Hicks, Murray; one
sister. Mrs. Harry Sharp,
Foster; three grandchildren.
Larry Wayne Lord, Latricia




Final rites for Elmer Dillon
were held this morning at
10 30 at the chapel of the Max
Churchill Funeral Home with
Bro. Connie nett officiating
and Bro. Jerry Bolls directing
the song service.
Pallbearers were Johnny
Lane, Junior, Eddie, Michael,
Daniel, and Mark Dillon, all
nephews. Burial was in the
Lone Oak Cemetery in
Calloway County.
Mr. Dillon. age 37, died from
injuries sustained in an
automobile accident on
Tuesday at f2 : 30 a.m. on
Kentucky 107 about four miles
north of Hopkinsville.
He is survived by his father.
Daniel Dillon, Dexter; two
daughters. Theresa and Lisa
Dillon, and one sister, Mrs.
John Lane. Murray Route
Eight; two brothers, John





Church will begin a Vacation
. Bible School on Monday, June
'12, with classes to be held at
6:30 each evening through
Friday, June 16.
Classes for all ages will be
held. The adult classes will
start at 7:30 p.m. Various
sections of the book of Acts
will be studied.
The church is located just
off U. S. Highway 68, at the
north end of Aurora in the
former Aurora Elementary
school building.
The state advisory council on career education recently heard repels from representatives of business, mdipitry,
the military, correctional institutes, 4-H and junior Achievement on how their organizations are involved in career
education. Career education, which introduces students to the world of work and makes them aware of oc-
cupations, is integrated into the regular school curriculum in all 181 Kentucky school districts. Federal law requires
that a state advisory council help develop an annual plan and the state's five-year plan for career education. Mem-
bers of the advisory council pictured are (from left) Arnold Oaken of Cadiz, Kentucky Association of Secondary
Principals; Jack Rose, superintendent of Calloway County schools; Robert Harriford of Paducah, Kentucky School
Boards Association, Corrie Barker of Madisonville, Parent Teachers Association; and Dorothy Alexander, state coor-
dinator for career education.
Calloway County High School
Honor Roll Listed, Semester
The Calloway County High
School honor roll for the
second semester of 1977-78
school year has been released
for the ninth, tenth, and




Marion Adams, Ricky Cun-
ningham+, Carol Cooper+,
Sandra Dillon, Mary Denny,
Paula Cavitt, Keith Crick,
Steve Enoch, Jimmy Hale,
Lesa Hoke, Sandy Hutson.
Gail Jewell, Eric Kelleher,
Terry Lassiter, Mickey
Overby, Ellen Mahan, Shelia
McKenzie, Jackie Parker,
Ken Morris, Janet Rowland,
Patty Robinson, Rose Ross,
Terry Paschall-4-, Stephanie





The Flint Baptist Church
will hold its annual Vacation
Bible School each morning
from nine a.m. to twelve noon
from Monday, June 12,
through Friday, June 16.
Classes for pre-school
through youth will be held,
according to the church












Open 7 Cleys A Week, June 19th til Labor Day
FREE FASHION SNOW
While Top OinAllogylednesdat
Coursey, Connie Curd, Nancy
Murdock+, Dawn Sledd,
Debbie Smith, Kim Starks,
Teresa Steen, Conda Stub-






ningham, Mary Elkins, Larry
Enoch, Dale Finney, Joanna
Fleming, Judy French+,
Roger Garland, Chuck Holt,
Melissa Miller, Thomas





Dale Sheridan, Kim Willie+,
Mary Wagoner, Anita
Underhill, Lisa Valentine.
9TH GRADE.: Leslie Atkins,
John Bickerton, Monica
Brown, Karen Byerly, Kathy
Bynum, Regina Bynum,
Carita Champers, Scott
Coleman, Roger Colson, Joyce
Deering, Jimmy Edwards,
Keith Ford, Celisa Curd,
Jimmy Elkins, Laura
Garland, Lisa Garland, Lone
Hale, Tim Holsapple, Lanessa
Jones+, Glenn Jones+, Kevin
Jones„ Aleeah Lamb, Tons
Lovett, Danny Lamb, Cindy
Johnson, Micky Hutson, Candi
Maddox, Marty MeCuiston,
Patti Ross, Teressa Stucky,





In a recent poll conducted
by Louis Harris and
Associates. comparing the
public's attitude toward 20
major industries, the
newspaper industry ran from
two to 14 percentage points
above the all-industry
averages in all but 9ne
category. Newspapers were
seven points ahead in the
overall standings.
The newspaper industry led
all others in concern about
communities where it con-
ducts business, with a 70
percent positive score - 14
points ahead of the all-
industry average.
In other areas of the Harris
survey, newspapers scored as
follows:
- 72 percent (4 points
above average) in providing
steady jobs;
- 71 percent (4 points
above average) in quality of
products and services;








above average) in good labor
relations;
- 62 percent )12 points
above average( in concern
about the energy problem;
- 60 percent (7 points
above average I in attending to
customer complaints:




Seven out of ten Americans
also considered. their daily
newspaper to be a good-to-
excellent buy in comparison
with the cost of a soft drink or
, a telephone call. Ten percent
believe that newspapers have





Methodist Church will observe
Student Day on Sunday. June
11. with the youth people in
charge of the Sunday School
and morning worshop ser-
vices.
The pastor, the Rev. Coy




Members of the First United
Methodist Church of Murray
will honor their new minister
Dr. Walter E. Mischke, Jr.,
and Mrs. Mischke, at a
reception on Sunday afternoot
from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m. in the
social hall of the church.
Dr. Mischke will preach at
both morning services Sun-
day. The reception is open to
the entire Murray and
Calloway County Community.
All church members are
urged to come to the reception




The Oak Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church, located
at the end of the Penny-
Airport Road at the Calloway-
Marshall County line, will hold
a vacation Bible school
starting Monday, June 12, and
continuing through Friday,
June 16.
Classes will be held for all
ages from nine to eleven a. m.
each day. The Rev. A. J. Terry
is church pastor and for
transportation call 489-2241 or
436-4601.
Chestnut Church To
Hear Rev. Webb In'
Gospel Meet Here
The Chestnut General
Baptist Church, located at the
corner of Chestnut and Cherry
Streets. Murray, will hold a
revival starting Friday, June
9.
Services will be held at
seven p.m. each night with the
Rev. Doyle Webb as the
speaker. The public is invited
to attend, according to the
church pastor, the Rev; Bob
Henley.
Local Persons At Gospel Meeting & Bible
Lutheran Meeting
biennial cow School To Be At Church
'VeTfthtlefrIt' th-the•-•1104119041fh-
'District of the Lutheran
Church - Missouri Snyod will
be held on the campus of
Memphis State University
from June 8 to 11.
More than ZOO voting
delegates from the
congregations of the District
will be in attendance. The
Mid-South District is com-
prised of the entire states of
Arkansas and Tennessee as
well as the southern and
western portions of Kentucky.
The two voting delegates
from Immanuel- Lutheran
Church in Murray will be
church pastor, the Rev.
Robert A. Brockhoff, and Mrs.
LaVerne Burke.
In the absence of the Rev.
Brockhoff, who will be at the
convention, the worship
service at 10:30 a.m. on June






Methodist Church, located on
Murray Route Three, will
have a Vacation Bible School
starting Monday, June 12, and
continuing through Friday,
June 16.
Classes for nursery through
tenth grade will be held from
nine to 11:30 a.m. each
morning. -God's Wonderful
gift" will be the theme for the
week.
The new pastor, the Rev.
Glenn Elliott, will teach the
youth class, and his wife will
be in charge of the crafts for
the youth class.
A closing program for the




The Vacation Bible School
at the Friendship Church of
Christ will begin Monday,
June 12, and continue through
Friday, June 16.
Classes for all ages will be
held from seven to 8.30 p.m.
each evening. The public is
invited to attend and for
transportation call 753-8145 or
753-5850.
The Green Plain Church of
Christ will have a series of
gospel meetings beginning
Sunday, June 11, and con-
tinuing through Thursday,
June 15. The services on
Sunday will be at 10:4,5 a.m.
and 6:00 p.m. Each weekday
Paul W. Hall
the services will be at 7:30
p.m.
Speakers for this series of
services will be Paul W. Hall
of Kerrville, Texas. He is
known to many persons in this
area having attended Murray
State and having preached in
the area previously, a church
Prank
Backfires
Larry Keith Downey, 21,
Murray is in satisfactory
condition today at Murray-
Calloway County Hospital
with knife wounds after a
prank Wednesday night ap-
parently backfired.
Murray Police said three
youths were camped out on
the 600 block of Broad Street
Wednesday night when
Downey, apparently as a
practical joke, attempted to
scare them by wearing a sheet
and stocking to resemble "The
Incredible Hulk."
Police said that apparently
one of the youths became
alarmed and stabbed Downey
with • knife. Downie', in-
dicated to police that he will
not press charges.
spokesman said.
In conjunction with the
gospel meeting, Green Plain
will have a vacation Bible
school, beginning Monday,
June ., 12 and continuing
through Friday, June 16.
Classes for all ages will in-
clude Toddlers - adult daily
from 9:30 a.m. until 11:00 a.m.
The general theme this year
will be "Let The Bible Be Your
Guide."
Mr. Hall will be teaching the
adult class in the vacation
Bible school.
The Green Plain church
building is locateSon the Old
Murray-Paris Road between
Murray and Hazel. Tran-
sportation is availabl by
phoning 492-8206. The mem-
bers extend a cordial in-
vitation to the public to attend.
.C2/2ck /11a4ker
••••011..
Prices of stock of local interest at
boon, EDT, today, furnished to the
ledger & Ilmes by First of Michigan.
Corp., of Murray, are as follows.
Industrial Avg. +407
Air Products 304. +I%
American Motors  -41
Ashland 011 28% 4-%
American Telepbone 112% +%
Ford Motor 50 +44
General Care 10% bid, 194. ask
General Motors 625. -%








Quaker Oats 254. -%
Tappan  9 unc
Texaco 255. use
Wal-Mart 2314 .%
Wendys  35% bid, 38 ask
Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service
June 8, 1978
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 1033 Est 800 Barrows &
Gilts 81.25.81.75 lower Sows under 450
50t-$1.00 lower over 450 81-82 lower
US 1-2280430 lbs. .... $48 50-49.00
few $41.35
US 1.3 3111,110 lbs.  848 .00-48 SO
US 2-4 1853101ks.  847.00-4880
US 14 WO lbs.  146.00.4700
Sows
US 1-2285,3001k. . . $40.50-41.50
US 1-3 MIN lb*  840 00-4100
US 1-3 42$441011*. ...... 841 . 00-42 60
US 1 a-..... 94.141141.11.
 421 00-40.00
Boirsitte$MAtosilly$34s0-36.00
Soviet Siberia is nearly one
and a half times the area of all
50 United States,
PERFECT ATTINDAN( -Sharion lane Adams, left, and
Marion Jane Adams, juniors at Calloway County High
SchoOMA4 cornpleted-eirglitTearrbftterrett attmiance
in the Calloway County school- System. According to
Charlie Lassiter, director of pupil personnel. The years of
perfect attendance account for approximately 2,800 days
of aggregate attendance lhey had their grade school at-
tendance at Faxon and last Elementary Schools. The girls
are the twin daughters 'of Mr. and Mrs. Orean Adams of
Dexter Route One.
4, Look What Your Money
Can Do For You!
Savings Plans that offer you maximum







8 Year_ $1,000 8.00% 8.33%
6 Year $1,000 7.75% 8.06%
4 Year $1,000 7.50% 7.79%
30 Months $1,000 6.75% 6.98%
1 or 2 Year $1,000 6.50% 6.72%
90 Day No Minimum
Golden Passbook Deposit 5.75% 5.92%
Regular Passbook No Minimum
Deposit
5.25% 5.39%







than U. S. Treasury
Bill Rate
Based on Each Week's Treasury Auction.
This Week's Rate 7.34%
Interest on all savings are Compounded Daily I
Early Withdrawal Requires a Substantial Interest Penalty
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